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Storms will
continue to
threaten
the region

Monday, April 25, 2011
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TOM BEARS/Ledger & Times
Hundreds filled First Baptist Church
Saturday morning during the church's
First Loves Murray event.
There was so much to do it was hard
to know where to go first. The event
offered everything from a chance to
show what you Could do with a Hoola
Hoop to some basic legal advice.
Many took advantage of a chance to
get a dental check up, get their hair
done, sign up for prizes, get a cholesterol, blood sugar. heel scan pediatric
physicals or other medical testing
done.
The youngsters seems to be captivated by a large screen TV where they
could play WiFi Soccer.
On hand for the event were Murray In
Motion handing out goodies to keep
the entire family healthy, Murray
Calloway County Hospital and other
agencies.
There were lots of smiles all around
and lots of excitement; particularly
among those both offering services
and taking advantage of what the event
had to offer.

See Page 2A
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Monday: Mostly cloudy with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms A high near
84. South southwest wind
between 11 and 18 mph. with
gusts as high as 28 mph.
Monday Night: Showers and
thunderstorms likely. Mostly
cloudy with a low around 64.
South wind between 11 and 14
mph, with gusts as high as 21
mph_
Tuesday: Showers and thunderstorms likely_ Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 79. South wind
between 13 and 16 mph, with
gusts as high as 24 mph.
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St. Louis
tornado
cleanup
starts

FIRST LOVES...

TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
So far. Murray-Calloway.
County has missed the brunt of
a weather system the past few
days that has blasted through
western Kentucky bringing
severe thunderstorms, heavy
rain, tornadoes and flooding in
some areas.
According to Murray and
Calloway County 911 emergency traffic, only pooling of
water in some areas were
reported with few resulting
problems: however Hopkins
and Potts road in the county
were closed as of Sunday night.
dispatchers
Calloway 911
reported a vehicle was washed
off Hopkins Road Sunday. but
the driver escaped harm.
However the threat has just
begun. Thunderstorms were
expected overnight through this
morning with a 50 percent
chance of thunderstorms continuing to day. Chance of precipitation is 70 percent. Some of the
storms could produce heavy
rainfall, according to NWS officials.
County
Murray-Calloway
remains under a flash flood
watch throughout the next few
days as further heavy rains are
expected to inundate the entire
western Kentucky area.
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JIM SALTER
and JIM SUHR
Associated Press
ST LOUIS (API — Debris from splin7
tered homes covered the ground in neigh4,
borhoods around St. Louis, while topped
trees and overturned cars littered lawns
and driveways. From the air, one home
looked like a dollhouse that had had its
roof lifted off. Looking down, the dining
room table and other contents could NS
seen, damp in lingering rain.
Amid such damage, officials appeared
awed that a tornado that roared through the
area Friday night. striking the airport and
several nearby suburbs, hadn't seriously
injured anyone.
"It almost feels like a little bit of divine
intervention when you look at the devastal
non," said Gov. Jay Nixon, who flew over
the area to survey the damage.
Nixon said President Barad( °lame
pledged federal assistance Saturday during
a phone conversation. Some 750 homes io
the St. Louis region were damaged, and
less than 100 were uninhabitable, the gov
said.
ernCTer
swung into full gear Saturdayi
With the din of chain saws and pounding
hammers in the background, homeowners
sifted through wreckage while crews
scrambled to restore power to the 26,000
customers still without it.
At Lambert. workers boarded up win-

II See Page 2A

Several defendants
scheduled for court
appearances today
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Several defendants facing various
charges are scheduled for hearings in
Calloway Circuit Court this morning
including one accused of crimes in connection to the 2010 home invasion and
shooting of Murray businessman Chuck
Wynn.
Motions in the case of Haley Petty. IS, of

See Page 2A

International students to host
Multicultural Night at MSU
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray State University's
Student
International
Organization will host its
annual Multicultural Night in
Winslow Dining Hall Friday
evening with an array of
diverse costumes and tasty
cuisine.
Food cooked by students
from various countries and the
Winslow staff will be served
beginning at 4 p.m. and the
main event will begin at 6 p.m.
ISO President Anh Nguyen
Vu, who is from Vietnam and

took over the position a couple
of months ago, said this would
be the third year the yearly
event would be held in
Winslow. A stage will be set
up for students to perform various dances and songs in traditional dress representing their
cultures.
"Last year, we actually put
up a stage and we had some
really good feedbackand it
was successful, so we will do
this again this year," Vu said.
Male and female students

II See Page 2A

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Hundreds of children showed up Saturday morning to hunt Easter eggs on the Courthouse
Square with a record number of children under age 3 participating. The youngsters made
short work of hundreds of eggs that were gone in minutes.
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In East(
urges d

II Appearances...
From Front
Sharon. Tenn.. w ho has pleaded
guilty to facilitation to firstdegree burglary and robbery, are
scheduled before Judge Dennis
Foust. Petty has been sentenced
to five years. diverted to a
penalty other than incarceration
with one year to serve. Petty has
also agreed to provide state's
evidence in the case in a deal
with Commonwealth's Attorney
Mark Blankenship.
Still facing tnal on charges of
attempted murder, first.degreeburglary and first-degree robbery in the
case are Cortez Beckman, 32, and
Terrance Silas, 20. both of Murray.
The two men are scheduled for a
jury trial in July in Graves County
Circuit Court. Petty is expected to
testify in the trial.
Silas and Beckman allegedly beat
Wynn with pistols and demanded
money. according to Murray Police
HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledger 8 Times
s. Shootir,g allegedly
investigator
the 2010 Multi-Cultural
Yalily Patricia Cuello of Belize dances in a traditional Belizean dress at
broke out between the victim and
Night.
the alleged assailants when Wynn
produced a 357-caliber pistol from
his truck. Both Wynn. owner of
Pagliai's Pizza & Italian Restaurant,
with each food, so its a cookcd properly to meet health and Silas suffered gunshot wounds
tation
From Front
require- during the incident.
way to let people know about codes and sanitation
things.
of
kinds
those
all
ments,
Among other cases scheduled for
Mr.
the
competed last year in
the country they're from."
But other than that, we like to hearings this morning is a status
and Miss ISO contest, but that
Tim Bruce, the department
have the students cook their hearing in. the case of Mark A.
will be eliminated in favor of a chef manager for Winslow, said
local cuisine pretty much for Manners, 45, of Peggy Ann Dnve.
cooking contest this year. While students who participate in the themselves and make it as
students always cook dishes cooking submit their recipes so authentic as possible. Then we Murray
Manners was indicted by a
from their home countries as that staff members can purchase have them serve their own cuiCounty grand jury for
Calloway
the
Night,
al
time
of
part of Multicultur
the ingredients ahead
sine also so that people who
of a computer to prouse
prohibited
meals will be judged this time. and assist them in preparation.
have questions. they are able to
minor to engage in a sex act:
a
cure
far
as
them,
answer
scores
give
by
will
easily
more
Vu said judges
"The recipes are submitted
promoting a sexual performance by
and award the first, second and the individual student groups as styles of food and that kind of
a minor and distributing obscene
thing."
the
that
go
and
winners,
then
we
third-place
through the ISO and
Vu said ISO students will per- materials to minors According to
first-place winner would also be through them and do our best to
the same routine they did the indictment. Manners allegedly
served at Winslow some other get all the ingredients we can." form
this year's All Campus Sing committed the crimes Dec. 3-16.
at
night soon.
Bruce said. "There are certain
and that there will also be 2009. in Calloway Ceunty. The
"We kind of wanted to change things. unfortunately, we're not
dances and songs from several transaction allegedly took place
from (Mr. and Miss ISO) able to get hut we do our best. countries, including Japan,
between Manners and a law.
because we didn't want to repeat Most of the time, we get most of Belize, India, Thailand and pos- enforcement officer which Manners
the same thing every year.- Vu everything they need. We pur- sibly Korea. He said half of the allegedly believed was a 14-yearsaid. -We've never had a cook- chase the food for them and then proceeds raised at the event will old minor.
ing contest and it should create each of the student groups actu- go to Japanese earthquake and
The court's docket is subject to
tsunami relief through the
lots of motivation for students to ally prepare their own dish.
and the accused may Of may
change
"What we do is, for obvious Japanese Student Association. not be required to appear. Those
cook. Some countries are from
homecomISO
to
cultures that are very competi- reasons, have one of our full- The rest goes
accused of crimes are to be considactivities and other smaller
tive, so they will want to come time employees or cooks work ing
ered innocent until proven guilty in
to make activities throughout the year, he
out and show what (they have to with each of the groups
a court of law.
said.
or
things .are prepared
offer). They have a short presen1 'sure

By FRANCES IYEINIU0
Associated Press
VATICAN CITY (AP)
Pope Benedict XVI offered
Easter prayer Sunday for dir
macy to prevail over warfart
Libya and for citizens of
Middle East to build a new sr
ety based on respect.
He also called on Europe
to welcome refugees from Ni
Africa.
"In heaven. all is peace
gladness. But, alas, all is noi
on earth!" the pope lamente(
he delivered the traditio
"Urbi et Orbi- message from
central balcony of St. Pet'
Basilica to a crowd of more tl
100.000 that ovetflowed ft
St. Peter's Square.
"In the current conflict
Libya. may diplomacy and
logue replace arms, and r
those who suffer as a resuli
the conflict he given accesi
humanitarian aid,- he said.
Referring to North Africa
the Middle East. the p,

III International students, MSU...
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Hundreds of youngsters with perents in tow flocked to
Murray-Calloway Central Parks Saturday for the park's
Eggstravaganza Easter egg hunt event that took place on
three of the park's softball-baseball fields. It didn't take long
for the youngsters to find 5,000 eggs hidden on the fieids and
pack them all in Easter baskets.

•St. Louis tornado...
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital
would like -to welcome Dr. Jackie
Milo as. the newest member of our
medical staff.
Originally from Grenada, Dr. Milo
a Pediatrician who received her

IS

. medical deVee at St. George's
University School of Medicine in
Grenada and completed her
residency training at the University
Hospital in Syracuse, New York. She
IS

Board Certified by the American

Board of Pediatrics.
Murray Hospital is excited to •
welcome-Dr. Jackie Milo to Western
Kentucky.

E MILO
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL WELCOMES DR. JACKI
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other planes on the ground when
the tornado hit were OK,
dows and swept up glass in the spokeswoman Marilee McInnis
main terminal, where the twister said. Southwest — the biggest
had torn off part of the roof and carrier at Lambert, with 85
blown out half of the large. departures per day — canceled
windows. The all St. Louis flights through 4
plate-glass
domed design of the main termi- p.m. Saturday
nal, dating to the mid-1950s,
American Airlines, which
was the handiwork of Minoru
operates out of the heavily hit
Yamasaki. the Modernist archimain terminal, said four of its
tect of New York City's World
planes were damaged, two of
Trade Center twin towers topthem significantly. Crosswinds
pled in the Sept. 11 terrorist
of 80 mph buffeted one plane
attacks.
from a landThe airport reopened Saturday that was taxiing in
and
night for a handful of arriving ing when the tornado hit,
checked
being
was
plane
that
expected
flights, and officials
around 70 percent of the sched- for possible damage to its landuled arrivals and departures to ing gear. spokesman Ed
go on as planned early Sunday. Martelle said. American canThe damaged concourse was celed 51 flights on Saturday,
likely to remain closed for up to five dozen on Sunday and its
two months.
first seven Monday morning.
"We're not going to have the
Hundreds of travelers were
prettiest airport tomorrow, but delayed. and .a dozen who
we will have an operating air- stayed in the terminal Friday
port.- airport director Rhonda night were given pillows and
Hamm-Niebruegge said.
blankets. Hamm-Niebruegge
Insurance adjusters converged
said. All had left the airport by
in nearby Maryland Heights and
Saturday morning, and officials
Bridgeton, where roofers were
most were staying with
thought
free
going door to door to offer
or family. Still. Hammfriends
temporary repairs.
said it could have
"It's crazy — like something Niebruegge
the storm hit on a
—
worse
been
you'd sec in a movie.- Tim
generKreider, 27. said as he helped a night when the airport is
less
busy.
ally
Bridgeton.
in
up
clean
neighbor
Scott Truett, a National
Vivi Magana. 17, and her parents were trying to clean up the Weather Service meteorologist,
mess at their Bridgeton home, said it was possible that a tornawhere a huge tree in the front do that touched down near the
yard had been pulled out by the St. Charles County town of New
roots. An even larger tree in the Melle was the one that ripped
back was split down the middle. into the airport and apparently
A sliding glass door was shat- other parts of St. Louis County.
tered, and holes were in the If that was the case, the tornado
roof.
sustained itself for roughly 30
Magana said the family was in miles.
the living room Friday night
Truett said the twister folwhen her mother heard a roar of lowed the same track as one that
wind. As they rushed to the tore up the area in January 1967,
basement. Magana saw a lawn when one with winds of up to
chair smash through the glass
200 mph ripped a 21-mile-long
door. They emerged when the
path of destruction across St.
wind stopped.
for Louis County. That tornado
spokeswoman
A
stayed on the ground for roughone
said
Co.
Airlines
Southwest
leaving an estiof its planes was damaged when ly 35 minutes.
and
the wind pushed a conveyor belt mated $15 million damage
people.
three
killing
Five
it.
into
for loading baggage

From Front

•Storms continue...
even worse. Bardwell Mayor
Phillip King declared his city a
Storms and showers are disaster area after severe storms
expected to continue tonight blew. through and left buildings
and severe and produce heavy and trees damaged in its wake,
rainfall and continue through to according to an Associated
Tuesday when thunderstorms Press report. No injuries were
are likely. Again, the chance of reported: however Carlisle
precipitation was reported at 70 County Judge-Executive Greg
percent. An Si) percent chance Terry said the damage looked
of storms is expected Tuesday like the result of a tornado.
night through Wednesday: like- Terry said several buildings
ly with heavy rainfall. Wind appeared to have collapsed and
it appeared that the Bardwell
gust could surge to 23 mph..
In other areas of the Purchase Baptist Church also sustained
in
Highway 51
area the storms have already damage
taken a toll which could get Bardwell is shut down.
From Front

Japan to la
search for

By SHINO YUASA
Associated Press
TOKYO (AP) -- Japar
backed by boats and aircrE
an intensive land-and-sea
those killed by last month'
tary said.
Agriculture officials alsr
ans into the evacuation zot
check on hundreds of thou
chickens, many of which
tion and neglect. The gov
some of the dying animal!
About 14.300 people ha.
catastrophic March I I
12,000 remain missing an
bodies were likely swept
ander the mass of rubble.
Cleanup crews have dit
gerly removed rotting det
But the two-day militin
extensive, Defense Minii
Sunday.
"We will do our utmost
dies," he said.
A total of 24.800 soldiei
helicopters and planes, h
100 navy divers, will seal
the coast, he said. Police,
take part.
"It's been very diffici
because the areas hit by
"Many bodies also have
The operation will be t
bodies since the disaster
Maey.aina hopes the tean
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In Easter message, pope
urges diplomacy in Libya
By FRANCES D'EMILIO
Associated Press
VATICAN CITY (AP) —
Pope Benedict XVI offered an
Easter prayer Sunday for diplomacy to prevail over warfare in
Libya and for citizens of the
Middle East to build a new society based on respect.
He also called on Europeans
to welcome refugees from North
Africa.
"In heaven, all is peace and
gladness. But, alas, all is not so
on earth!" the pope lamented as
he delivered the traditional
"Urbi et Orbi" message from the
central balcony of St. Peter's
Basilica to a crowd of more than
100.(88) that overflowed. from
St. Peter's Square.
"In the current conflict in
Libya, may diplomacy and dialogue replace arms, and may
those who suffer as a result of
the conflict be given access to
humanitarian aid." he said.
Referring to North Africa and
the Middle East, the pope

prayed that all citizens, especially young people. would
"work to promote the common
good and to build a society
where poverty is defeated and
every political choice is inspired
by respect for the human person.'•
Uprisings, repression and civil
warfare have triggered an exodus of people to Italian shores as
well as other countries in the
region. Europe has been split
over whether to accept or deport
tens of thousands of migrants.
many of them from Libya and
elsewhere in northern Africa.
Benedict rallied to the side of
refugees. urging people of good
will to "open their hearts to welcome them."
"Here, in this world of ours.
the Easter alleluia still contrasts
with the cries and laments that
arise from so many painful situations: deprivation, hunger, disease. war, violence." said the
pontiff, resplendent in gold-colored robes as he sat on a chair

Japan to launch massive
search for quake bodies
By SHINO YUASA
Associated Press
TOKYO (AP) -- Japan will send nearly 25,(810 soldiers
backed by boats and aircraft into its disaster zone Monday on
an intensive land-and-sea mission to recover the bodies of
those killed by last month's earthquake and tsunami, the military said.
Agriculture officials also plan to send a team of veterinarians into the evacuation zone around a stricken nuclear plant to
check on hundreds of thousands of abandoned cows. pigs and
chickens, many of which are believed to have died of starvation and neglect. The government is considering euthanizing
some of the dying animals, officials said.
About 14.300 people have been confirmed dead so far in the
catastrophic March II tsunami and earthquake. Another
12,000 remain missing and are presumed killed. Sotne of their
bodies were likely swept nu; to sea, while others were buried
ender the mass of rubble.
Cleanup crews have discovered some remains as they gin.
gerly removed rotting debris to clear the area for rebuilding
But the two-day military search operation will be far more
extensive, Defense Ministry spokesman lppo Macyama said
Sunday.
"We will do our utmost to recover bodies for bereaved families," he said.
A total of 24,800 soldiers will scour the rubble, backed by 90
helicopters and planes, he said. Another 50 boats, along with
s off
100 navy divers, will search the waters up to 20 kilometer
also
will
troops
U.S.
and
guard
coast
Police,
the coast, he said.
take part
bodies
"It's been very difficult and challenging to find
said.
he
d,"
widesprea
so
are
tsunami
by
hit
because the iu-eas
"Many bodies also have been swept away by the tsunami."
search for
The operation will be the third intensive military
receding,
waters
the
With
nionth.
last
disaster
bodies since the
Maeyama hopes the teams will have more success.

and read his speech in Italian.
This year, Easter fell on the
same day in the Orthodox and
Roman Catholic church calenJerusalem.
in
dars, and
Orthodox and Catholics worshipped at the Church of the
Holy Sepulcher, revered as the
site of Jesus' Good Friday cruelfix ion and burial and of his resurrection on Easter Sunday.
Protestants held their own ceremonies outside the walled Old
City at the Garden Tomb, which
some identify as the site of
Jesus' burial.
In Cagliari, Sardinia, an Easter
KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
lunch of Sardinian cheese, pasta
nt and Murray-Calloway
Departme
Fire
Murray
the
with
Caritas.
by
workers
served
was
and lamb
FUNDRAISER: Rescue
rifle as a fundraiser
-loading
a
muzzle
off
20
raffled
the Catholic charity, to some
County Hospital Ambulance Service recently
Tunisians. the Italian news to help pay medical bills for the son of a MFD and MCCH Ambulance employee. The rifle was
left.
agency ANSA reported from the
donated by Darrell Langston, pictured front row, third from
island. The diners were some of
the more than 26.000 Tunisians
who have clandestinely entered
Italy since unrest in their homeland in January.
Most are waiting for temporary travel documents from Italy
City leaders tear buildings
BARDWELL, Ky.(AP) — A Terry told WPSD-TV in
they hope will let them reach
looked
damage
the
that
Paducah
has
now standing may still collapse
western Kentucky mayor
France, where many have
tornado.
a
of
result
the
like
area
disaster
a
city
his
declared
has
from damage sustained during .
friends and relatives. France
Terry said several buildings
after severe storms blew
warned the Tunisians they will
the storm.
through and left buildings and appeared to have collapsed and
be sent backed unless they have
Bardwell
the
that
Despite the destruction, the
appeared
it
wake.
its
in
themtrees damaged
jobs or savings to support
sustained
also
Church
Baptist
Bardwell Mayor Phillip King
county judge executive and ;
selves.
The dispute between Rome
made the declaration Saturday damage.
mayor reported no major
Highway 51 in Bardwell is
and Paris over the Tunisians' for the town in Carlisle County.
injuries.
fate is expected to dominate
County Judge-Executive Greg shut down.
much of an Italian-French summit in the Italian capital on
Tuesday.
Appeals for solidarity like
Benedict's are also "words for
those who keep the doors
members to review protocols.
PADUCAH. Ky. (AP) — A Plant, started the review in
closed" to the migrants.
earth9.0
a
after
shortly
USEC only enriches uranium
uranium enrichment plant in March,
Mario
Albert
Monsignor
Japan
of
parts
destroyed
quake
reviewing
is
Kentucky
western
of
bishop
that is later used in nuclear
Careggio,
safety regulations and emer- and set off a tsunami that floodVentimiglia. an Italian town
power plants in Paducah
gency response protocols after ed a nuclear power plant.
near the French border. told Sky
Steve
said the plant doesn't
President
Vice
Penrod
USEC
in
tsunami
an earthquake and
TG24 TV.
Japan damaged a nuclear power Penrod told The Paducah Sun have a nuclear reactor or the
In Rome, the drama of socithat the review is voluntary,
plant there.
ety's unwanted played out in
spent-fuel pools that nuclear
one of the city's major basilicas,
USEC Inc which runs the even though two national induspower plants feature
all
where some i50 Gypsies have
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion try organizations urged
officials
city
from
taken refuge
who are dismantling illegal
Roma trailer settlements. The
Gypsies say City Hall will split
their families by sending
women and children to a shelter
in a Rome suburb but not men.
In a sign of Easter solidarity.
several dozen Romans brought
food, diapers and milk for
babies to the improvised
refugee camp inside St. Paul
Outside the Walls basilica.
The 84-year-old Benedict's
voice cracked at times during
the Mass, but he ended his twohour appearance Sunday by
reading aloud holiday greetings
in 65 languages.

Bardwell mayor declares city disaster area

USEC plant reviewing safety after earthquake
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Much accomplished
during 2011 session
The 2011 Regular Session proposed
and the special session of the fully fundGeneral Assembly is now ing Medicclosed, we. legislators have aid serviccompleted our formal work of es while
2011 and I would like to thank protecting
you for contacting me to you, the
taxpayer.
express your opinion.
'Ph e
Although time does not permit individual responses to all Governor
of your contacts, you may rest was proWeek in
assured that each letter, call, vided with
e-mail, and message received the necesReview
from the message line is read sary funds
By Sen. Ken
to pay for
by me.
Winters.
Below is a brief outline of Medicaid
R-Munay
.
services
issues
some of the other major
addressed during the Regular but instead
2011 General Assembly Ses- of basing Kentucky's future
financial security on an IOU
sion.
One of the highlights of the promise, both the Senate and
2011 General Assembly Session the House of Representatives
was the passage of House Bill agreed that the Governor would
463. it took a strong biparti- report his progress in achievthe
san effort to reform the cor- ing certain cost savings to
rections system by protecting Legislature on a monthly basis.
Both the House and the
public safety while lowering
conectional costs and the state Senate voted to require accountcrime rate by reducing the ability measures documenting
any Medicaid managed care
recidivism rate.
Through programs that are savings, to mandate reductions
smart on crime, not just tough in non-merit personnel levels,
on crime, state taxpayers are and personal service contracts,
expected to save as much as to limit debt restructuring, and
from
$147 million over the next 10 to prohibit the Governor
furloughing any more state
years.
The Senate has always employees.
Furthermore, the bill susbelieved in addressing issues
pended any legislator compencomprehensively.
The Senate passed Senate sation so that no legislator
the
Bill 24, which makes Ken- would receive pay during
required
lucky the first adherent to veto recess. The bill
nationwide uniform thorough. an independent firm to verify
All
bred racing rules that would the Governor's savings.
being
up
ended
s
provision
these
medas
such
regulate matters
.
ication, licensing, wagering. vetoed by the Governor
Compounding this unfortuand safety.
Since we are a preeminent nate turn of events, Moody's
joined
horse-racing state, this bill not bond rating company
ing
only serves as an example for Fitch Ratings in downgrad
the rest of the nation, but also Kentucky bonds.
This makes it potentially
protects our sovereignty by
state
preempting any potential fed- more expensive for the
eral intervention in the sport. to sell bonds.
The reasons they gave are
Diabetes is one of the top
same themes Senate Repubthe
battle.
ans
Kentucki
diseases
a long
With Senate Bill 63, the appro- licans have sounded for
state
priate state government agen- time: a large unfunded
high
cies will work together to iden- employee pension liability,
restrucdebt
and
levels,
debt
to
ks
benchmar
tify goals and
on onereduce the incidence of dia- turing, and a reliance
time funds or non-recurring
betes in Kentucky.
It will also develop a blue- budget balancing measures.
The Senate has passed legprint for budget purposes. This
probwill make the first time a col- islation to address these
die
laborative and comprehensive lems only to see the hills
aRepresent
of
House
the
in
Both
.
developed
plan will be
of the
Senate Bills 24 and 63 were tives or at the hand
Governor.
signed by the Governor.
We will continue fighting
We also worked through a
responSpecial Session to address the for the conservative and
dollars.
Medicaid budget shortfall. sible use of your tax
Despite some disappointDespite pleas from the Senate
to serve
not to call us back without a ments, it is an honor
prior agreement. the Governor you in Frankfort.
For the remainder of the
insisted on immediately bringmy trips to Frankfort
summer,
Frankfort.
to
back
us
ing
important interim
for
be
will
to
wanted
The Governor
to study
move money from next year committee meetings
n for the
to this year - akin to using a and prepare legislatio
next
Visa to pay the Master Card. 2012 General Assembly
Through reasonable across- January.
the-board reductions in government spending, the Senate

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Politics of energy and college tuition hikes
Herald-Leader
Lexington, Ky.
In 2009, when he cast a
crucial vote for combating climate change, U.S. Rep. Ben
Chandler said: "When I cast
this vote, I thought about my
children, their future and the
duty all of us have to protect
God's creation."
Recently. Chandler must
have been thinking only of his
political future and the slim 647vote margin that kept him in
Congress last November.
The Democrat from Versailles knuckled under to the
coal industry and to the inundation of unlimited political
money with which the Supre
me Court now allows special
interests to hammer pols who
show too much integrity.
House
Chandler joined
Republicans and 18 Democrats
to approve a ban on regulation of greenhouse gases by
the Environmental Protection
Agency.
In the Senate. a similar
shackling of the EPA sponsored by Sen. Mitch McConnell
failed to get enough votes. And
President Barack Obama would
have vetoed it, if it had, so
the House vote was a politi-

IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorialsfrom newspapers across
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concerning issues of importance in the Commonwealth.
cal gesture.
Still, it must have been a
bitter pill for Chandler, even
though his reversal is not as
inconsistent as it might at first
appear.
The American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009
was a comprehensive plan to
diversify U.S. energy supplies
and advance renewable energy.
Only time will tell whether
his latest stance will mollify
the coal industry or whether he'll
pay a price by losing the support of green groups and voters who will no longer view
him as a defender of the environment.
Chandler's priorities. backe
d by science. were right in
2009 when he voted to put
this country on a sustainable
energy path. His children, and
all our children, will look back
at this period in bewilderment.
Just as we look back 150

ps•-

years and wonder how our
ancestors justified slavery on
economic grounds, our descendants will wonder how, knowing what we know about climate change. we resisted sacrificing even a little for their
future
Courier-Journal
Louisville, Ky.
Although they may be disappointed. few students at the
University of Louisville or their
parents are likely to be surprised that officials want to raise
tuition again this fall, by about
6 percent this time. James Ramsey. University of Louisville's
president, explained the reasons in a forum on campus.
Among them is the need to
give faculty raises for the first
time in three ycars, something
that is necessary if U of L is
to retain quality academics in
a competitive market. Also.
inflation is pushing up the cost

of operating the university.
The real cause, however, is
politicians' unwillingness io
raise the taxes necessary io
underwrite larger portions ot
the state higher education pie
Ramsey said it clearly: "It's
a stark reality that the costs
have been shifted from taxpayers to students."
Even so, University of
Louisville remains dynamic.
and its Belknap. Health Sciences and Shelby campuses are
expanding. Two years ago. foi
the first time, more than 51i
percent of the student body
came from outside of Jeffei
son County.
This year, only 40 perceni
are from Louisville. This mean
that more students are living
on campus. and life there is
becoming more vibrant.
Such things should contribute to the success of the
55.000 Degrees effort, which
is a bold initiative to increase
the community's pool of college graduates.
Such optimism has to be tempered, however, by the rising
costs and the potential for debit
itating loan burdens for stu,
dents.

School lunches aren't what they used to be
By Tom Purcell
Cagle News Service
Boy, school lunch sure has
changed since I was a kid.
The Chicago Tribune reports
that a principal in a Chicago
school forbids her students from
bringing in their own lunches.
She created the policy six
years ago after watching students bring in "bottles of soda
and flaming hot chips" for their
lunches.
By mandating that her students eat school-prepared lunches, she explains, she can be
sure they are drinking milk
instead of Coke -- that they
are getting proper nutrition.
In these nutty modern times,
who can blame her?
For starters, a lot of our
kids are awfully chubby these
days.
three
Nearly 16 percent
limes the percentage in 1980

-- are overweight, according to
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
If parents keep feeding their
kids tasty, high-calorie treats.
shouldn't principals and really
smart people in the federal
government stop them?
Besides, the government
spends billions paying for
breakfast and lunch in America's schools -- a smart principal ought to take advantage
of that.
Half of America's 30 million schoolchildren participating in the National School
Lunch Program receive free
grub -- at a cost of some $10
billion this year.
Even kids from high-income
families receive partial lunch
subsidies.
Now that President Obama
has signed the Healthy. HungerFree Kids Act of 2010 into
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grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to

law -- the government will
spend another $4.5 billion to
make schools abide by new
nutrition and anti-obesity standards -- government-funded
lunches will do away with 'junk
food in the schools.
If only we'd had such programs when I attended St. Germaine Catholic School in the
'70s.
In those unprogressive times,
parents, not the government,
were responsible for feeding
their kids!
Parents woke early in the
morning to pack their kids'
lunches -- though my mother
wasn't very good at it.
Every day, she made me a
sandwich with Cellone's Italian bread, low-fat ham, lettuce
and tomato. She always included a couple pieces of fruit and
gave me money to buy milk.
Every day. I sat next to
Jimmy Schmidt. His lunch consisted of peanut butter and jelly
on fresh Wonder bread, a can
of Coke. a Hostess Ho Ho and
a Nestle Crunch bar -- lunch
heaven for a kid back then.
Every day, I asked Jimmy
if he wanted to trade. Every
day, he looked at me like I
had rocks in my head.
So it delights me to think

how different things would have
been had the toxic treats that
Jimmy brought to St. Germaine
been forbidden.
Under today's anti-obesity
guidelines, his sugary drinks.
chocolate bars and Ho Ho"
might have been banned.
Our principal might have
confiscated Jimmy's treats, as
some principals are doing now
(I'm not making that up).
Then Jimmy and I would
have been forced to eat the
very same government-mandated grub.I know we've lost any
sense of personal responsibility in America.
know that government is
totally out of control -- that
providing for needy kids is
one thing. but meddling with
every other kid's grub is well
•
over the line.
But I also know this:
Though I never got to enjoy
a nice chocolate bar. Ho Ho
and cold can of Coke. I would
have delighted in the knowledge that neither would have
Jimmy Schmidt!
I would have enjoyed the
shared misery that the government is masterful in creating.
Now you know why school
lunches have changed so film h
since I was a kid!
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Our Elected Officials

the Forum page.
V Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)

accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.

State Rep. Melvin Henley(0-Murray)

Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
e-mail ken winters Ire ky gov

Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail melm,henley@Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-718'

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181
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Obituaries
Willa Mae Pogue

Parvin Lee Miller

Funeral services for Nella Mae Pogue will be held today. Mond.,
Pars in Lee Miller 92, of Farmington. Ky. died Friday. April 22.
April 25, 2f/11. at 1 p.m. at Imes-Miller Funer.)1
2011 at Spring Creek Health Care.
Home with the Revs. Brad Burns and Kerry
.1
II.
War
World
of
Miller was a Navy veteran
officiating. Burial will follow in Murray
Lambert
Baptist
Kentucky Colonel and a member of Salem
.
ti,,!),
Cemetery
IBM
of
a
member
also
was
He
Church.
Pogue, 83, of Murray, died Friday. April 22,
1951 to present and a member of WOW fi,
t I 1. at her home. Born in Trigg County on July 4.
to present.
she was a member of Elm Grove Baptist
,./27.
Mary
wife.
his
by
death
in
He is preceded
Church. In addition to her parents, James Arnold
Sumner Miller: his parents, Earl Lee & Tula
and Bertha Mae Whitney Jones, she was preceded
Paschall Miller: one daughter. Sandra Miller; one
son.
one
by
in death by one son. Eddie Eugene Pogue: one
brother. Joe Miller. He is survived
brother, James Lacey Jones: and two sisters.
Larry Miller and wife Norma of Coldwater; one
Pogue
Evelyn Compton and Vivian Marie Shelton.
Miller
daughter. Darlene Hale and husband Eddie Clyde
She is survived by her husband. Eune G. Pogue of Murray: three
of Almo; one stepson, David Hughes of Paducah;
Walker and
one step daughter, Mary Vinson and husband Jessie daughters, Patricia Ann Pogue Rogers. Vicky Diane
Jones: six
J.W.
and
Bill
wife
Hollis.
and
brothers,
Miller
Sondra Gayle Price: three
of Murray: one brother. Hugh Frank
Kristina
JoAnne of Union. Ky; several grandchildren. great grandchildren, Christopher Lee and Mania Mane Rogers.
and
Gayle:
Rhonda
and
Diane
dren.
Rebecca
grandchil
Price,
at
Dawn, James Randell
grandchildren and great-gre
Services are scheduled for 11 a.m. Tuesday. April 26 at Heritage nine great-grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Family Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Salem Cemetery.
to Elm
Family will receive visitors from 5 -8 p.m. Monday. April 25, at Murray Hospice. 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071; or
the funeral home. Expressions of sympathy may take the form of Grove Baptist Church, 6483 State Route 94 E.. Murray, Ky. 42071.
contributions to the Salem Baptist Church 1034 Browns Grove Rd. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom.
Murray. KY 4207.
Arrangements are handled by Imes-Milier Funeral Home,

David Neil Hollingsworth

David Neil Hollingsworth. 46. of Puryear. Tenn. died Saturday
April 23, 2(111 at Vanderbilt Hospital.
He is preceded in death by his father. Doss
Hollingsworth and his Grandmother. Nellie
Johnson.
He is survived by his wife. Trisha Hollingsworth
of Puryear; one son. Coty Hollingsworth; mother.
Dorothy Johnson Hollingsworth. both of Puryear;
two step-sons Randy and Mickey Dabbs, both of
Hardin: five brothers. Johnny Hollingsworth and
wife. Sherry]. of Bartonville, Ill; Ronny
Hollingsworth. Terry Hollingsworth and wife.
Hollingsworth Verna and Ray Hollingsworth. all of Puryear.
Randy Hollingsworth and wife. Gloria. of Almo;
one sister. Lori Hornsby and husband. Rick. of Murray; special
friend Dianne Frost and several nieces and nephews.
27 at
Funeral services are scheduled for 11 a m. Wednesday April,
Puryear
Imes - Miller Funeral Home in Hazel. Burial will follow in
Cemetery. The family will receive visitors from 4 -8 p.m. Tuesday.
April 26 at the funeral home in Hazel, Ky.
John Hunt Jordan Jr., died Thursday. April 21 in Fairfax, Va.
Coast
Born March 2. 1927 in Clinton. Ky.. he served in the U.S.
Guard and was a veteran of World War II.
He is survived by his wife. Mary' Emma Nance
Jordan: brother of Alney Jordan and wife. Judy. of
Columbia. SC: several nieces, nephews and grand
nieces and nephews living outside Kentucky.
setJordan was named from his great-great great-grandfather who

11W,

tled Huntsville. Ala.
Church
Funeral service will be held Tuesday. April 26 at 2 p.m. at
at a
of Apostles. 3500 Pickett Rd.. Fairfax, Va. Interment will be
ces
condolen
Online
Ky.
Murray,
.
.
Cemetery
later date in Murray City
may be made at www.everylluneralhomes.com
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By MAGGIE MICHAEL
Associated Press
CAIRO (API — Tens of
thousands of Egyptians led by
hard-line Islamists have escalated their protests over the
appointment of a Coptic
C'hristian governor in southern
Egypt, deepening mistrust
benteen religious communities
during the bumpy aftermath of
Egypt's revolution.
More than a week of protests
seeking to unNeat the governor
of Qena province are testing the
ability of Egypt's transitional
military rulers and the interim
government to handle an
Islamic movement capable of
rallying large numbers behind
its hard-line agenda without
jeopardizing the future of a
democratic Egypt.
Hosni
President
Since
Mubarak's ouster in February
after an I8-day popular uprising. ultraconservative Islamist
groups have been flexing their
muscles and vowing to take a
more active political role as
Egypt charts its transition to
democracy.
Fridays demonstrations were
the largest so far in the campaign against the newly
appointed Qena governor.
Emad Mikhail, and coincided
with Gofxl Friday services for
most of Egypt's estimated 10
million Christians.
Protesters streamed out of the
main weekly Muslim prayer
services and gathered in front
of the governor's office and at
other public squares. calling for
Mikhail to be replaced by a
Muslim goc emir.
Crowds barricaded vital train
blocked main roads and
took over government

WASHING FON t AP) —
President Barack Obama and
his family attended Easter service Sunday at a Washington
church founded in 1863 by freed
slaves.

The first family entered Shiloh
Baptist Church to a round of
applause on a sun-splashed day
in the nation's capital as members of a choir dressed in black.
white and gold sang "Total
Praise.Mama shook a few hands and
hugged some members of the
congregation as he and his wife.
Michelle, and their daughters,
Malta arid Sasha. walked to a
second-row pew.
According to the church's pastor. Dr. Wallace Charles Smith.
21 freed slaves made it to the
from
capital
nation's
Fredericksburg. Va., to establish
a place where they could worship freely and where "they
Dana Roberson
24.
April
Sunday.
held
were
reach others with the good
could
Roberson
for
Dana
services
Funeral
2011. at 2 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale news of their salvation."
Smith wrote last September.
officiating. Burial followed in Green Plain
the church's 147th anniveron
Cemetery.
Roberson.63. of Murray. died Thursday. April 2 I
2011, at 4:10 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Count:,

John Hunt Jordan Jr.

Crowds object
to Christian
governor in
south Egypt

Obama attends Christian
church created by slaves

Hospital.
Born in Detroit. Mich. on April 24, 1947, to th,.
late Harley A. Roberson and Mildred Lassiter
Roberson. he retired with T.V.A. after 25 years of
service. He also helped with the family. business.
Roberson Hilt Burger Inn. located in Murray. He
Roberson
was a member of the Glendale Road Church of
Christ and was a 1965 graduate of Murray High School.
In addition to his parents. Roberson was preceded in death by his
his
paternal grandparents, Willy Pearl and Melissa Ann Roberson;
one
and
Lassiter,
Beatrice
and
Herman
nts.
maternal grandpare
uncle.
.
In addition to his parents. Roberson was preceded in death by his
his
paternal grandparents, Willy Pearl and Melissa Ann Roberson;
maternal grandparents. Herman and Beatrice Lassiter: and one
uncle. James D. Lassiter.
He is survived by his wife. Jan C. Roberson of Murray. whom he
married on April 5. 1975 in Murray; one daughter. Summer Anne
Cross and husband, Robert of Murray': two brothers. Donald H.
Roberson and wife. Ann of Murray. and Larry H. Roberson and
wife. Pam of Murray; one grandchild. Luke Winston Cross of
Murray; one niece. Rachel Roberson and one nephew, Matthew
Roberson. both of Murray.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Roberson - Cross
of
Office
y,
Universit
State
Murray
Clapp Scholarship Fund, c/o
Development. 106 Development Center, Murray. KY 42071-3313.
Online condolences may be made at v)ww.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

sary. that the group "could not
see the way ahead ... but went
forth to a land they felt God had
given them.Located about two miles north
of the White House, Shiloh
Baptist is one of the oldest
African-American congregations in the city. In addition to
Sunday service, the church situated in the Shaw section of the
city operates several community
service programs throughout the
year. including a child care
development center and assistance to low-income families
and senior citizens. Smith will
observe his 20th anniversary at
Shiioh in July.
During Sunday's service.
Smith asked that no cameras be
used. saying "this is a place of
worship.- He said the church
prays for the first family every'
Sunday. "The Secret Service
said, just be ourselves.- he said,
inviting the president to address
congregation. Obama
the
declined.

No deaths in St. Louis
tornado was a miracle
BRIDGETON. Mo. (AP) The St. Louis area's most powerful tornado in 44 years rips
into an airport and through a
densely populated suburban
area, destroying up to 100
homes. shattenng hundreds of
panes of glass at the main terminal and blowing a shuttle bus on
top of a roof. Yet no one is
killed, or even seriously hurt,
and the airport reopens less than
24 hours later. How?
Early warnings. good timing
and common sense all helped
prevent a tragedy Friday night.
But on Faster Sunday. many of
those cleaning up the mess also
thanked a higher. power.
"I don't know why God decided to spare our lives but Fm
thankful for it,- Joni Bellinger,
children's minister at hard-hit
Ferguson Christian Church. said
Airport
Lambert
Sunday.
reopened for arriving flights
Saturday night, and departing

flights began Sunday morning.
Still. dozens of flights have been
airport's
the
canceled,
Concourse C is still closed and
complete repairs could take up
to two months.
The tornado peaked at an EF4 level, second-highest on the
Enhanced Fujita scale, packing
winds of up to 200 mph.
National Weather Service meteorologist Wes Browning said. It
was the most powerful twister in
metropolitan St. Louis since
1967 — and eerily, it followed a
path similar to that of the earlier
tornado. Entire subdivisions
were destroyed. Cars were
tossed about like toys. roofs
tossed hundreds of yards and
100-year-old trees sucked out by
the roots. County officials said
during a news conference
Sunday that 2.700 buildings
were damaged. Gov. Jay Nixon
said Saturday that up to 100
were uninhabitable.

Comedians raise $750,000 to end malaria in Africa
LOS ANGELES ( API —
Conan O'Brien compared his
career to Charlie Sheen's and
Sarah Silverman. not surprisingly, sang a song with a foul
refrain. But it was all for a good
cause.
Malaria No More said that
the performances at last week's
"Hollywood Bites Back- comedy show helped raise $750.000
toward ending malaria in
Africa.
Its Comedy Fights Malaria
campaign is raising awareness
that the preventable. curahle
disease eradicated in the United
States six decades ago still kill,
nearly 800.000 people a yeal ii
Africa.
Celebrities such as John

Mayer. Orlando Bloom, Ted
Danson and Elizabeth Banks
service
public
recorded
announcements about the disease, which reached millions
nationwide and culminated in
the live comedy show.
Malaria No More aims to
end malaria deaths in Africa by
2015.
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Aurora holds spring
car show Saturday

Paschall to celebrate
90th birthday Sunday
The 90th birthday celebration
tOr Mary Frank Paschall will be
Sunday. May I. from II a.m. to

Mary Frank Paschall

I p.m. in the commons area of
Glendale Road Church of
Christ. immediately following
morning church service.
All relatives and friends are
ins ited to attend. Family pictures will be made at the conclusion of the party. No gifts are
requested. only a pleasant memory or card.
Mrs. Paschall was married for
48 years to L.W. Paschall. who
was the co-founder of Paschall
Truck Lines. She is the daughter
of Huh and Eva Erwin.
Her daughter is Janice Nix and
husband. Billy Rue of Murray.
Her grandsons are John Paul
Nix of Oxford. Miss.. and the
late Tripp Nix.
Her siblings are Billy Max
Erwin. Diane Erwin. the late Joe
Tom Erwin. the late Rob Erwin
and the late Judy Parket.

Ladies of the Oaks
The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regular bridge
play Wednesday. April 20. with Carolyn Greenfield as hostess
announcing the following winners: First place - Shirley Jenstrom:
and second place - Linda LaRochelle.
The ladies will meet again Wednesday. April 27. Interested ladies
must sign up in advance by calling Cynthia Darnall. hostess. at 7593484.

Ladies of Murray Country Club
The ladies of the Murray County Club will start their regular golf
play on Wednesday. April 27. at 9:30 a.m. with Jen Crouse as hostess. The line-up is as follows:
#1 - B.J. Purdom. Ve Sevems. Linda Burgess and Debbie Nixon.
#3 - Freda Steely. Marcia Beam, Jen Crouse and Betty Stewart.
#5 - Cyndi Cohoon. Peggy Shoemaker. Vickie Baker and Patsy
Green.
#8 - Gayle Blackburn. Sue Overby, Barbara Gray and Donna
Kellar.
For ladies playing 9-holes:
- Rainey Apperson. Patsy Chaney and Marilyn Adkins.
#1C - Pat Miller. Norma Frank and Linda Porcher.
#9 - Ann Stanley. Cheryl Pitman and Kristy Peray.
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HAPPENINGS
by Anntta Peeler
Now that the sun is shining and the
temperatures are somewhat warmer.
AC are read) to traveL Our first top
was to cruise down the Dogwood Trail
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...Nothing else looks orfeels
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Murray Elementary SBDM will meet
Photo provided

THETA MEETING: Members of the Calloway County 4-H
Club and Ginny Harper, director, presented the program at the
April meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. Pictured is Sara Ann Bazzell giving her program on
"Saving Money Makes Cents" Also participating were
Rebecca Downey, Simon Milulcik and Greg Wood.

American Quilter's
N oc1ety to hold
show, contest
"...I

•

Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH. Ky. - The 27th Annual American Quilter's Society
Quilt Show and Contest will he April 27-30 at the Paducah
Exposition Center. Julian Carroll Convention Center. 415 Park
Avenue: and the Dome Pavilion in downtown Paducah.
The show will begin Wednesday.. April 27. with the Quilters'
1950s Fun Night with Charlotte Angotti and Bonnie Browning and
feature the APQS Rebels hand at the Carson Four Rivers Center
-d9ayP''Isil.events at the convention center are the Quilt Art
h rs
frtTnuu7
Autograph Party from 5-7 p.m.: the National Quilt Museum's Live
Quilt Auction from 6-8 p.m.: and a special presentation."A Funny
Thing Happened When 1 Made This Quilt" by Charlotte Angotti.
An Evening of Inspiration & Entertainment with Ricky Tims will
be held Friday. April 29. from 7-9 p.m.. at the Carson Four RiVels
Center.
A silent auction will he held on the first floor of the convention
center front It) a.in to 4:30 p.m.. on Wednesday.- and Friday with different items featured each day.
Educational opportunities in the AQS School of Quiltmaking feature workshops and lectures by an international group of instructors
in both traditional and innovative techniques. Wednesday through
Saturday.
Quilt show hours are Wednesday through Friday. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.:
and Saturday. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission at the door is $9 for AQS
members and $11 for non-members. For more infonllation, visit
www.AmericanQuilter.com or call (27(0 898-7903.

Murray Elementary Site Base Decision Making Council will hold
special-called meetings (executive session/principal selection) on
Tuesday. Apnl 26, at 3:30 p.m.: and Thursday. April 28. at 3 p.m..
both in Room 113 of the school.

Relay to hold Bank Night
The Relay for Life Bank Night will be held Monday. April 25. at
the CFSB Center.

Lions business branch will meet
The Murray Business Lions Branch of the Murray Lions Club will
meet Tuesday. April 26. at noon at Sirloin Stockade. Dr. Jackie
Milo. working with Dr. Clegg Austin at Murray Pediatrics, will
present the program and share information about Juvenile Diabetes.
For additional information, contact Lion Yancey Watkins 753-9624.

Parkinson's group will meet Tuesday
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday, April 26, at noon
at the Weaks Community Center. Persons coming for lunch should
arrive by 11:30 a.m. For information. call Dixie Hopkins. 753-6450

WKWIB will meet Tuesday
The West Kentucky Workforce Investment Board (WKW1B)will
nice( Tuesday. April 26, at 10 a.m. at Lake Barkley State Resort
Park in Cadiz. Agenda items include an update on Congressional
budget action and funding issues: consideration of the 2011-12
Youth Contract Proposals: and announcement of the 2011 Operation
Workforce Activities. They will also discuss current grant/workforce activities, business and industry services.

CCHS Project Graduation will meet
Calloway County High School Project Graduation will meet
Tuesday. April 26. at 5:30 p.m. in media centei of the high school.
All parents of graduating seniors are encOuraged io attend.

Martin's Chapel 'Do Gooders' will meet
The Martin's Chapel Methodist Church "Do G(xiders" group will
meet Wednesday, April 27. at 2 p.m. at the church. The program will
be about the history of Calloway' County and the forming of
Reelfoot Lake. For more information. call 753-5048.

Veterans assistance available
Ron McClure will be in Mayfield on Tuesday and Wednesday.
April 26-27, at the VA Clinic, 1253 Paris Rd.. Mayfield from 9 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. Veterans and their families will be provided counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits. This is
a free service provided by the state of Kentucky. For information,
contact Regional Field Rep. Ron McClure at (270) 247-2455.
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MCTA board will meet
The Murray Calloway Transit Authority will meet Wednesday.
..Xpril 27. at 9 a.m at the MCTA Community Room,

Murray High holds prom

April 27th is Administrative Pmics,‘ionals
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MHS football holds fish fry
The Murray High School Tiger Football will hold a fundraising
fish fry. on Sunday. May I. front 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at Murray
Middle School. Event is catered by Holmes Family Restaurant. Cost
is $10 for adults and $8 for children. Tickets can be purchased in
advance from MHS football players oral the door on the day of the
event.

Domestic violence support is offered
Domestic violence support/educational groups are currently
offered on a weekly basis. For more information on dates and times.
call the Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway.. County at 759-2373.

Need Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued a new list of items needed to replenish the
pantry for the clients. They are spinach. salmon, tuna, pancake mix.
pancake syrup, instant oatmeal or cream of wheat, cereal, bread or
bread mix: freezer/cooler items needed are eggs, fresh fruits and
egetables, frozen meat. milk: personal hygiene and cleaning supplies needed are dish liquid, toilet paper. shampoo and toothpaste.
baby diapers sizes 4 and 5: also large brown paper bags. These items
may he taken to the Need Line building at 638 South Fourth St..
Murray, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.. Monday through Friday. Need
line is an United Way Agency. For information. call 753-6333.

Merryman House has need for items

753. 1 85 1
1 205 CHESTNUT
•
www.E LEMENTSOFKY.com

BUSINES!

The Murray High School Prom will be Saturday. April 30, at the
Murray Stale University ('urns Center. The Grand March will begin
at 7 p.m. and is open to the public. Anyone wishing to view the
Grand March from the ('urns Center Theatre may purchase tickets
tor $5 a seat at the high school.
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Sheila at 227-1723.

sits MI

Ne had an Easter Scavenger Hunt on
Good Enda!, where we hid Laster eggs
with dues Our grial was to kirk for
t.lues and solve the mystery before the
enpyi.8.1 other
other teams Site
games and Easter .830.tties We celebrated Easter Sunday with our families
over a wonderful Laster dinner The
rest ot the afternoon was spent napping
Mid relaxing We will be well rested
and ready 10 parlicipate in 'The Royal
Sitediling" Jetty ities nest week

TOPS meeting Tuesday

Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) will meet Tuesday, April 26. from 9-10 a.tn. at
First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For information, call

storm,/, weather
Marie la)lor and MSC students
entertained us on Fnday afternoon It

treat and then Connie shared her birthdo) cake with us im her birthday
Thank you both and Happ) Birthday'

Aurora will hold the fourth annual spring
"Time to Shine" car show on Saturday. April
30, Proceeds will benefit CASA (Court
Appointed Special Advocates). Registration
is from 8-11 a.m. Show time is from 8 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. There will be door prizes, food.
drinks, music and more. Goody bags and
dash plaques to first 100 entries. For registration form and fee information. call(270)3548467 or (270) 205-1501.

Sanci Teague.
Community
editor

in Paducah We saw so many beautiful
azaleas and manicured lawns, and ol
course pink and white dogwoods
Dunng our -Coffee and Chat- last
week we talked about Thomas
Jefferson since it was his birthday IA,:
studied all kinds of facts about him
This week we discussed the current

enjoyable listening to all those
beautiful 'duces
Birthday wishes go OW to Elizabeth
Clark and Connie Nofford Elizabeth
shared her ke cream cake with all of
us on her special da. which was a real

e-mail: communitynewstimurrayledger.com

Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreach Office of Calloway.
County has requested help for items needed to assist clients that
have been misplaced from their permanent homes due to violence.
Many of these individuals have children. Current items needed are
kitchen trash hags, toilet paper, paper towels. razors. feminine
hygiene products, shampoo and conditioner. dish soap, laundry
detergent. bleach, cleaning supplies and old cell phones. For more
information on how and where to make a donalum, call 759-2373.
'MI donations are lax deductible. Merryman Ilouse is a United Way
agency.
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114 C.
MCNITT CORINNE
3727
776.64
WOODALL PHILLIP .1
6332
49
393
GENTRY JAMES WILLIAM
7 ;
MERRELL NELLIE
3761
0 37
6383 .WUEST SUSAN M
151 72
(IFS CENTRAL STATES 1.I.0
Al,
ET
tiz
R
DON
MILLER
3802
103 56
. .
6474 .YOAK VICKIE
142 51
GILSON AGNES 0
t
1
.MILLER TERESA
:1859
621 3I
6503 .ZAPOROZHETZ LAURENE E
16.40
GIL.SON GREG
192
3886 .MOBILE MINI IN('
.66.81
8.72
GLASSGOW MARK
2210
INC
MINI
MOBILE
:3887
2.202.72
22.28
G(N)DYS FAMILY CLOTHING #54
'2230
MOLLOY BLAKE .
3901
. 935.16
GORDON JOYCE
13.38
MORALES SIMON
. 31 IT
3924
476.30
I
GRACE DONALD
MORRIS JOHN & ANt
3961
.880.16
71449
GREENE JAMES I. TRUST
3982 .MOSS DESTYN
.665.75
I 04206:)
GRISH.A.M ALBERT MA(' & SALLY
MOVIE GALLERY t
3991
258.88
7779
GROGAN JENNIFER
MUNDAY .1..\ ••1)'•,:
4011

020

Notice

'BUSINESS lig SERVICE DIRECTORY
.INSURANCE
Lou V. MeGary
1;.n r. Mho Pa, Pk"

in,

rt

lilt

111,11,l1,111,

-

MONTH

Dallas Willoughby
Pri-Arrarigertfetrt Specialiq

Lock in price: single

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
Y...11

PREPLANNING

CALL 753-1916

pay

roof.
Building appros

t

II

270-753-2411
Deadline

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KS 42071

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING
OF MURRAY; KY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

ATTENTION MEDICARE
RECIPIENTS
Are your Medicare Supplement

1.1

K., 4-71
May 2 12 00 pin
I'757 Ii' 'phise or de. •

Please

50ft x 10011
752-0201

PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE
NICK MCCLURE OWNER
SINCE 1993
THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

premiums spiraling upward

and your

Social Security had no Cost of Living

Give me a call. I may be able
I'm a local Independent agent

H.B.

i.
iintrirctiir-. 111, Dld
,vailahle I, contacting
Tab Brockman. Director of Parka, at the
Park Office located at 900 Payne Street.
or by calling 12701 762-0325.
Deadline: May 2. 2011 at 12:00 p.m.
07's

Home Delivery
$30.00
$55.00
6 ma.
$105.00
I Sr.
3 mu.

50!

Ron Sallin (Local Agent)
Phone: 270-753-1565
Cell: 270-210-2533

Renting 12'x24:
spnee for flea
market Parkside
Storage: Sth and
Arcadia.

.

$105.00ji

ii

1

$ 1 30 lJi.) blgr-i 010 rl.:.vv

Visa

Mit
1

Naritt•

Add re,,
Pu

Zip

11111e l'h

THE BOOK
RACK

Will I

519 S 12th St

t ouisin with pay ment to

Murray Ledger & Times
Po Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or • all 12701 753-1916

LI

I. a)11.11 11,

1 yr.

Money Order

Hate

anU1111=11=11

1

"5:0000
$30

2707227-3861

Call us we will be glad to help.

270-753-1916

anew,. 1

3 mo.
6 mo.

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
mo.
$7050
$96.00
$90.00 6 mo.
$145.00
$120.00 1 yr.

3 mu.
6 mo
1 yr

your Ilti:-.iriesN?

Murray Ledger & Times

Local Mail

1
1
1
1
I

ho"

Cheek
t'ed help Promoting

1

Rest of KI'r

market or farmer-

Ii le, ilintrrict admini6tratur, at the Heii taitheritt,t 270-472.1110

Calls

limILK&Ti\IEs

and represent several companies.

Call Ashley Morris or
Natasha Hutson
753-1916
and place your ad today!
2x2 $12.00 a week
2x1 $6.00 a week.
13 week contract
Runs on Monday

No Phone

‘11 UK 11

Inclease.
to help

First Serve

April
Showers
Orivig May
Flowers!

p.m.

753-9224

Come -

shingle

payment plan
Irrectaahle Meditaid
Appro% ed

First

Taking bids for

or

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

Avoid inflationarv tost

the Warp to

IIIIt pa, $1 ,171 ”TI Part .5.
.N1I•t16.1r,
Part It Call Die for noire inf‘trrnatt6n

-

Free
Pallets

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER

•

e
e

(L.ISSIFIEDS

8• Monday. April 2F,. 2iiii

Alurray Ledger & limes
Murray Ledger & Times

060
Help Wanted

ADVERTISING SALES
,
.
,utrentb,
edger & !um
I lit Min tat.
energetn.
,eptititt
W tor \ih ertising Sale, Represent:in \
.er‘
Picspon,ibillfte,tor this po,ation
Hished acw.ount.. do eloping
«sing plan, and de % eloping new awilints il
must
Munao. and suriounding me:v.
'./.(gkIng 1/. ith the pubis and he ‘elt moil% ated
Pins sales ettpeneme is required Degree in
1iherusing. Marketing (tr Public Relations
preferred. hut not requited Salat w ill he
based on LAI,anon ,dttl -salt
Paid holidal.s :ind vacation. 1;n:alth and dental
plans. salar, plus commission. :tic all part of
an exeelk.tnt benefit package

This space
could be yours
$350/mo.
$25/day color

EON BEAc

r

An Equal I ippontinity

Old Country

Store

Hiring for all positions.
Must be available to work
nights & weekends.
Apply in person at Cracker Barrel.

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab:Nation Center
cuirently accepting applications for a full-time
We also offer an excellent benefit package Must be licensed in the State of

LPN position

Keetucky Apply in person at Lake Way
Nursing & Rehabilitation Center 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S Benton. KY 42025 E0E,AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Prw
MEDICAL CENTER
irrinie,diate opening for busy physicians office
laboratory Seeking a phtebotomistilab aide to
work toll lime Good phlebotomy
'paired
Must be pleasant self motivated ann. capable
f multi-tasking Phlebotomist Will be responsitae
tiatient
pruiTedures and personal
care
%lust iabeflatocess blood
sample.: collectors of clin,cal data, handle and
store medical lab specimens, use of office
equipment in support of medical practices and
services required Full time benefits apply.
Please send resume and application to: Primary
Care Medical Center. 1000 S. 12th Street.
Murray, KY 42071 or send via email to
S a t.''
11Ionmarycaremedcentercom

TEMPLa.•..
uLIUI

13 E
•
EDELIN f ARMS LUL MURRAY HY m
NINGS
06 15 2011 TO 12 15-2011 KY042S879
K HARRIS FARMS LLC BENTON KY 10 OPENINGS
05.292011 TO 12252011 KY0424880
BOYD FARMS WINGO KY 6 OPENINGS
FARM LABORER NURSERY LABORER
'ate

,
1 CONTRACT
$948 HR 3
GUARANTEERMUST MEET PROrut - •
STANDARDS ALI TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NC
CHARGE HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE
BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY. AFTER
50, OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILEY TO WORKSITE APPI V FCC
THIS JOB Al THE NEAREST OFFICE OF STATE
WORKFORCE AGENCY IN THIS STATE
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE WITH A
COPY OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYER .
POST EMPLOYMENT

Help Wanted
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

• JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

DISCLA I N,IF.R
WI, it ,,,,,114:111+:

tritni:o ledger ,ont.
teddixted
• lohnetvairk Loin
Ifs dclault.
Mundy and local 1i,',
listings ss ill appear ii
1‘,11

WebNIIC
HoWeset. a, a national
website. noi all listing.
on the johnemork miii
are placed thiough
the Murray Lzdget
Please call
&
ON if •,./1.1 has,: .ins
questions regarding
the Muria% aiea
Ilaull• 'out

Experienced meat Cutter Full-time with benefits Pay depends on
experience Apply with
Paul at Save-A-Lot 603
S 12th St NO PHONE
CALLS
WEL? had
Contact
,tv
Moo, a
it Frotoes
i. 'IF
r

AIV.0

/1,1,1

,f/{
/let

ire

or,/,

xperlet /4 e.1
(..11' Tr, 20

MINI
STORAGE-

24/7 Surveillance

Electricity
We are fully insured and licensed
Certified Master Shingle Applicators
GAF Authorized Installer

812 Whltnell Ave.

753-3853

Call Ashley
or Natasha

All roof related repair work

MBC Storage

(270)753-1916

Immediate Opening
for an energetic. out
going team player as a
product technician.;
delivery driver. Must
have a clean driving
record, be able to pass
a pre-employment
drug screen, and
background check. We
otter a 5 day work
week with 40 hours
and no Sundays!
Apply in persor
AARQNS 1405 N.
12TH ST., MURRAY
Moday-Enday 10.0°6:00
NQ PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
Looking for a career
change? Monday May
2nd, Big Lots will be
hosting an open
interview session from
12-4 at Best Western.
All applicants welcome
LPN/RNFull-time 6am2pm. Apply in person at
Green
Acres
HealthCare. 402 W
Farthing, Mayfield KY.
RN/LPN.Mon. Tues. &
Weds. 2p-10p Apply in
person at Green Acres
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing. Mayfield KY.

THE After Hours Call
Center for Rotech
Healthcare, Inc. in
Murray. KY has openings
for
part-time
Patient
Care
Coordinators
Morning, night and
weekend shifts are
available with 24-28
hours
per
week
Please notify us of your
interest by mailing us
a
joshua.young rotech.
corn or you can stop
into our facility to complete an application. MF 8am-5pm. at 120
Max Hurt Drive Murray.
KY 42071 We are
EOEJAA/MFDV
TOM'S Grille is now
hiring for servers, dishwasher.
and hostesses. Please apply
after lpm

Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom Give
me a call.
731-336-3891
references available

PACKAGE
LIQUOR STORE
selling iot,
licenses, fixtures, and
inventory
Recession proof
business.
Histonc location.
Contact
1241 LIQUORS
at 270-KEG-1241
$300K

MDM COMPUTERS
Service,Sales
Repairs Upgrades
759.3556

PECO

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

Presciluul
Teacher.
CDA or experience in
child care preferred
Please send resume to
p.o. box 1040-c,
Murray. KY.

GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
neater, storm windows
753-4109
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

WANTED: junk car &
truck batteries. Top
Profiles is seeking a prices paid.
full-time massage ther- (270)759-9694
apist. Newly remodeled
150
and well
Articles
established salon with
For Sale
alot of traffic_ Call
2000 EZ go golf cart. In
Monica at
new condition. Too
720-320-7183 •
SBG Real Property many extras to menWith
trailer
Professionals seeks an tion.
employee to fill the job $2,400.00 without trailof Office Manager for er $2,000.00.
the Real Estate division 270-978-5593
of the company. The
Office Manager will be
responsible for oversight of our marketing
and advertising. assisting
Realtors
and
Brokers, maintaining
an organized and upto-date filing system.
scheduling
appointments,
answering
phone calls, and assisting clients with any
nods or concerns that
they may have. Please
submit
resumes
to resume a sbgpropertycorn

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has
bargains
at
Trends-N-Treasures
Buy'appraise
coins
270-753-4161

CLOTHING
racks,
heavy duty blind stitcher, body mannequins
shirt bins, glass showcase. Call Mr. J's 7595000.
condition
Excellent
steel framed futon bunk
beds Top bunk is twin
size. Bottom bunk is full
size or folds into a
daybed. Bought for
$1.300 00 will sell for
Stay at home mom in
$60000. Will hold up
Southwest district has
for years. 227-8721
child care openings for
after 5pm if inerested,
any ages Call
IVORY wedding dress
270-227-4402
Lattle bridesmaid dress
Temporary to permaBlue prom dress, plus
nent CSR position
size Call or text
Monday-Friday
9-5
i 270 I 293-0030
at
transcriptionMedi(
ist, pharmacy. or MD Shares of Murray Bank
stock 270-293-3926
office experience prof

fered but not requIrerl
Salary In tie determined Fax resume to
2/0-761 637,1

Slabs $55000 semiload
Dust $400.00
semi-load Call
293-9063

BROTim

753-2905
320
Aparenenis For Rent

Articles
For Sale
DIRT
DADDY'S
It
TOP SOIL
Best the count, has
Gall TouT 1 r),N,/ ,

753-9075
270)227-2193
White metal bunk bed
Bottom bunk uses a full
mattress or futon. Twin
size matress included
for top. $125.00. 7593197
Appliances
USED, white, top
washer & eiec. dryer.
753-6444.
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPUANCES

,

1

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-605,-,
Quiet apartment in
Lynn Grove area. All
utilities paid . $600imo
plus deposit.
270-492-8211
Very spacious' 2BR.
IBA upstairs apt. No
pets. no smoking.
Deposit/references
required. $425.00/mo
$425.00,dep. 902
Sycamore St. 270-2935118

TREE SERVICE
Licensed & Insured
Full Line of Equipment • 17 Nears Experience

No Job lao Large or Too Small.'

855-994-7336
800-821-6907
290
Livestock 8 Supplies

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.

HORSE
BOARDING
*Stall or Pasture
4115 mo
*Includes Hay
(270) 293-7314
(270) 297-7315

SBG Real Property

WARD-ELKINS
Mutt,, Ledo,' 6.

(270)753-1713
WHIRLPOOL
Gold
washer and dryer.
Absolutely perfect condition. See to appreciate. $500.00 for both,
270-978-5593

11111a, him

r

NEWLY
REMODELED
213R & t $13900
Reasonable Offer
You Can Own it
Don't Miss Out
(270) 753-6012
SOLD
284
Mobile Homes For Rent
20R
1
BA
Concord.
270-977-7881

New

2BR, 1BA. $250.00/mo
plus deposit_ 436-5697

3 downtown 9x18
S350.00,,mc
offices
includes high speen
Internet, cable telev,
sion, and utilities
Need references,' lease
and first, last, and
security. An office to
your specifications is
also possible.
227-3859

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
1BR, price reduced
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
1BR, 1BA. All appli$350.00/mo
ances.
plus deposit 978-1286.
_
2BR IBA duplex completely remodeled All
new appliances including dishwasher, washer
and dryer. No pets.
270-436-2524
cell 270-293-6906

2BR, IBA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets
759-4826

REDUCED 2.5 story
house on 7 acres with
barn. With picturesque
view. East of town.
Make offer 293-7252.

4 wheels Matte black
machined Size 16x7.
Less than 500 miles
Pat 270-227-8015
490
Used Cars

Commerical Prop For Rent
2 bay shop & office. At
5 points. $1200,00/mo
Lease available_
270-753-3153
RETAIL Store in Hazel
SF
5000
+/$750 00/month
270-492-8211

Callineay Garden
.ns
Essex Dm,
A part nle it'.
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

11/1< & Bk Apt,
27e-753-855e
Pit Bull puppies
lilt) I -11011-545-1833
6 Excellent blood line
Ext. 2113 .4
Parents on site
227-6415 or 293-6330
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bed- Shih-tzu pups Male.
room apartments avail- AKC shols.wormed
Call for your $30000
able
today 270-804-8103
appointment
evenings
270-753-2905

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pax ing. Sealcirating
& Hauling
•
TRAN

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
'759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
Drywall hanging/finishing. textures, patch
lobs, Interior/exterior
painting, and total renovations. LOW BIDS.
and
FREE
ESTIMATES. Call
270-293-8656

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
t•Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

We Finance
1997 Pontiac Firebird,
black. t-tops, V6, maintained well. 138,000
miles. Serious inquiries
only. $6,800 obo. 270293-3264.

tatitt -1,3"f7T'h
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071 [
ffallake Property
270-753-5562
BRAND NEW!
Lake Vacation Home
J&L RENTALS
On 1 71 AC - $97.500
MINI-STORAGE
Includes FREE Boat
720 S. 4TH ST.
Slips
Corner or 121 5 & lanwink. Gorgeous new designer
10X10 $25 10%15 $40
ready- 1.952 sg.ft.
(270t 436-2524
(2701293-6906
lake home in spectacular park-like setting
near lake, Must see!
Only one. Call now
NORTH WOOD
1-800-704-3154 x 3648
STORAGE

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

HILL SOPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
E. TRUCKING
All Your Septic goods
rnstoilo•ion
5. Repo:r
Dirt, Gravel.
White Rock,
Send, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

*1302 Hillwood Dr.
6x20•$40
6X24•$40
10X20•$55
10X24 •$55
(270)978-1107
(270) 978-1109

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
hoe
work,
track
installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Maior
credit cards accepted.
9-7e-0.404

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4163
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

1st Full Mo Rent Free

i5lis Dunned Dme

Professionals
293-7872

5,1 NIPtiat

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20 50
753-7668
2BR AND LOT
$16,500.00
Reasonable Offer
You Can Own It

ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE Local. Reliable,
and affordable. Free
estimates
270-293-7220

270-753-2279

605 [South 12th St

270-978-7787

BUYING Old U.S. Coin
Collections,
Over
30yrs.
Experience.
293-6999.

(270) 293-1924

Behind Murray Business Center

Dont Miss Out

LPN/RN part-time 10p6a, Thur & Fn. Apply in
person at Green Acres
HealthCare. 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfiela KY.
hiring
NOW
crew.
Apply in person at
store. 804 Chestnut,
Murray. KY. No phone
calls please.

Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
& other positions
'Send to
P.O.Box 363
Murray. KY
42071

FREE ESTIMATES

lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.

060

GET your real estate
sales license now.
Sales Boom Coming
Hopkinsville
Soon
Real Estate Licensing
Class starts May 2.
Days. nights. or both
Graduate 4-10 weeks
cash,check,
$960
debincredit cards, payment plan Free repeat
if needed. Registration
appointment call/text
270-223-0789.
www facebook.comidel
oiseadams

AM.

ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additlins Remodeling
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors
Repairs, workers comp
Insured
227-2617

Al! Size Units • Climate Cont

Kelp Wanted

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071

Akin4ge- %1('( 'iuistiiiiRotiig

3BR. IBA brick home
limas.
in
city
Completely
remodeled.$118.900.00
270-978-0505
4BR, 2BA 2500sqlt. on
3 acres. Lakefront,
located on Cypress
Creek. Fully furnished
and decorated. New
dock,
hot
tub.
$499,000.
270-293-4602
4BR,3BA. 1900 scift on
1 acre, granite, stainless appliances, hardwood, tile, new roof &
HVAC, 3 minutes to
Murray $168.000,00.
Call 270-293-4905 for
appointment.
Beautiful brick home.
2.000sqft, 3BR. 2BA, 2
car garage. carport,
3acres. lake, 4MI to
Murray, $249,000.00
731-247-6193
HOUSE for rent or sale
($47,000 firm) 2BR,
1BA, with large yard,
vinyl
siding.
new
C/H/A. w./d, refrig,
stove, low utilities,
clean. $500 first and
last month rent plus
deposit $250 No pets.
Puryear,
TN.
References
(731) 676-6936.
NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
Maintenance

04 Ford F-350, 4x4
Lariat, super cab, auto
matic, diesel, 156k
513,500 293-3606
510
Campers

Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-8480
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

2003 Springdale
30tt Bumper Pull
1211 Slide Out
Brand New!
Never Been Used!
Cost $26,000 new
68.900
293-4602
2001 Jayco Eagle. 33'ft
5th wheel with 1 slide
out $13.000.00 270382-2545

$15 00& up
TAB Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated
978-5655. 759-9295
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Ift=e111
)Ou can count on the
most experienced
in West Ky.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728
HIIeàt
!into: 1'0{6
Res COM & Ind
licensed & Insured
All jobs - tag or sinal

• weekls &
pickups
• loLalhi oNsueitoperated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Handyman Work
Odd Jobs, Repairs
Home, Auto,
Carpentry.
MObite Welding
Yards. Trim Molding ,s
Much More
No Job•Too Small
Jacob
270-978-0278
From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It All!
No Job To Small,
270-8734916
Or visit our website
keiruckylake
remodeling corn
ESTIMATES
HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured Rehable
§, Dependable
Free Estimates
tree Stump Removal
Cell 270-293
Home 270-437

LAWN SERVICE
eMowing .Trireming
•Mutclung
Landscaping
References Available
(270)293-9233
Denham Rogers
MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

Mac
Ser
Mom
ale

ML
inst
mai
and
270

'so fob luau Big
,1I un small,
sal% 1.14.111,-..
I it ensedA Inman. 1
i.11.15ork I ivaranii
(73)) 394-2782

MITCHELL
• BROS.
PAVING
•ASphalt Installation
,(tSeal coating.&
'

Striping

46 yes. experience

(270)759-0501

So&C
Ovi
Dor
519

YE)
Set
esti
436

Horoscope

HAPPY BIRTHDAV for
This year, you make was'
This combo of talent mig
especially within your
respect your organization
becomes unusually succe!
also will enter a new luck
sense an innate power. YI
after May you will have n
the ultimate goal. If you a
use spring 2011 for more
a period of great happine!
PISCES likes you and min

The Stars Show the Kb

Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-

ARIES (March 21-April 11
*** Use today to forge
when enough is enough.
The other people involved
Tonight: Make it a point to
TAURUS (April 20-May 21
***** You are on top 01
within your immediate cin
adviser who might not be e
feedback. Tonight: A mus
event_
GEMINI(May 21-June 20
***** Keep your eye o
concerns. With detachme
son's shoes. A friend is fu
friend after work.
CANCER (June 21-July I"
*** Investigate new pot.
brainstorm with key assoc
off the beaten track. You
Tonight Detach and relax.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Defer to others
Although you like to be c
develop their strengths an
many roles could be yen/
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22
*** You could be trying
might be that others don't
are trying to make a go(
Tonight: Off for some exer
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You might want
ner or friend presents the
ego could be very impoi
opposed to grandiose stal
ging.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.:
*** Realize what has h
tion. You cannot color anthem. Avoid being on ce
many at the workplace. Tc
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 224
***** Listen to your i
pique an unusual amount
manipulate, but to help sol
dom idea, even if it corm
early.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Ja
** Be aware of what yc
Modesty is one thing; inse
nty seeps in. Be aware of i
versation until you are cot
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb
***** You are on prim(
rate and generous. You kr
You have no tolerance for
if you try. Tonight: Listen t(
PISCES (Feb. 19-March
*** Reach out for some
son's knowledge will point
ally. You also can be secur
ness won't be tossed evei
great!

BORN TODAY
Musician Duane Eddy (19
gist, artist, naturalist John

Midway

KEY ROOFING,
PA1NTiNG &
REMODELING
5$ We will save
YOU money $$
Free Estimates
References

753-9562

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
iunk & tree work.

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp
293-8814

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

LAWN M,
Free Estimates
Colby Fox
270-227-7044

Frrid a business prog
•Business Administr
•Health Care Admini
•Public Safety Adfni
'

...and mill.
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ServIres Offered

LAWN SERVICE
*Mowing *Trimming
4.Auldling
Landscaping
References Available
(270)293-9233
Denham Rogers

Mitchell's
Mowing
Service No contracts
Mowed on your schedule 270-227-0906
ML Garage Doors
Installation,
repair
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
\Ai tub 1(14) Big
ur
small'.
• \cis thane,
.
I i* crisr.d Inmircd
r.uarantr-wl
(731) 394-2782

MITCHELL
• BROS.
PAVING
...Asphalt Installation
,•Sealcoating &
striping
46 yis experience

(270759-0501
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O'BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated
•Free Estimates
• Lic & Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny Oaryan
S:mmon's Handyman
8 Carpentry Service
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area.
519-8570.
YEARRY'S Tree
Service, Free
estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267
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by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, April 26. 2011:
This year, you make waves, as you are able to lead and manifest.
This combo of talent might be a far bigger asset than you realize,
especially within your community and business circle. Others
respect your organization and drive more and more. Networking
becomes unusually successful, especially during the summer. You
also will enter a new luck and life cycle. Others who don't know you
sense an innate power. Your charisma emerges. If you are single.
after May you will have many choices to make. Don't lose sight of
the ultimate goal. If you are attached, you and your sweetie need to
use spring 2011 for more private time together. Summer could mark
a period of great happiness in your relationship, if you so choose.
PISCES likes you and makes an excellent friend.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so: 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Use today to forge ahead on a key plan or idea. You know
when enough is enough. Say so instead of thinking those thoughts.
The other people involved are not mind readers and need to know.
Tonight: Make it a point to get extra rest.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You are on top of your game. Listen to what is being shared
within your immediate circle before deciding which way to go. An
adviser who might not be evident to many people gives you important
feedback. Tonight: A must happening. which could become a fun
event
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Keep your eye on the big picture rather than focus on your
concerns. With detachment comes success. Walk in another person's shoes A friend is full of exciting ideas. Listen! Tonight: Join a
friend after work.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Investigate new possibilities as seen through your eyes. Also
brainstorm with key associates. The path you choose could be quite
off the beaten track. You might hesitate for a little while Go for it.
Tonight Detach and relax. Try music, exercise or TV as a vehicle.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Defer to others and take the pressure off of yourself.
Although you like to be on center stage, sometimes letting others
develop their strengths and at the same time identify with one of your
many roles could be yen/ important. Tonight: Accept an invitation.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You could be trying to make a difference at work. The problem
might be that others don't see you in this role. They might think you
are trying to make a good impression or manipulate a situation.
Tonight: Off for some exercise.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You might want to revise some of your ideas once a partner or friend presents the other side_ Not getting caught up in your
ego could be very important here. Others appreciate candor as
opposed to grandiose statements and bravado. Tonight: Stop bragging.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Realize what has happened in a personal or domestic situation. You cannot color another's opinions before you even listen to
them. Avoid being on center stage. Your positive attitude attracts
many at the workplace. Tonight Where the action is.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Listen to your inner voice. Conversations are active yet
pique an unusual amount of interest. Use your people skills -- not to
manipulate, but to help someone relax and open up. Question a random idea, even if it comes from you! Tonight: Count on making it
early.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Be aware of what you have to offer. Don't sell yourself short.
Modesty is one thing; insecurity is another issue. Sometimes insecurity seeps in. Be aware of those moments_ Tonight: Hold off on a conversation until you are comfortable.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You are on prime-time TV Your words strike many as accurate and generous. You know when to call a halt to someone's pitch.
You have no tolerance for ridiculous or worthless conversations, even
if you try. Tonight: Listen to what is going on.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Reach out for someone whose wisdom you respect. This per.
son's knowledge will point you down the appropriate path professionally. You also can be secure in the knowledge that your personal business won't be tossed everywhere. Tonight: Nap, then you might feel
great!
BORN TODAY
Musician Duane Eddy (1938). singer Bobby Rydell (1942), ornithologist, artist, naturalist John James Audubon (1785)

Midway College works
Find a business program that wsrlrs fOl you

MSU writing course is
tailored for military
Lonflict is a daily reality or even
By REESE HAWKINS
MSU Public Relations
in non-combat areas where the
MURRAY, Ky. - The upcom- stress levels inherent in any miling fall semester at Murray State itary' activity is high and conUniversity will have a new sec- stant," he added. "For my part,
tion of English specifically tai- see this idea as a way to help
lored for veterans, active mili- veterans make the transition
tary personnel and military from a military life to an acaspouses.
demic life."
Teaching the course will be
Dr. Staci Stone. chair of the
Chris Hildebrand, a veteran him- MSU department of English and
self, who has geared the class philosophy, is enthusiastic by
around
'Operation: the prospect of helping military
Homecoming' — a writing pro- families in a special way.
gram dedicated to bringing to
"The department of English
light through the written word and philosophy is excited about
the experiences of American sol- offering this special section of
diers, sailors, airmen and composition tailored specifically
marines. as well as families on to help members of our military
the home front. The class,"ENG ease back into civilian life."
105: Critical Reading. Writing Stone said. "Students will think
and Inquiry," will use writing to critically about their military life
transition from military to aca- and read others' accounts of mildemic life, and will feature itary and combat experience to
many readings about and/or by inform their own writing."
soldiers and other military perThe class will be offered
sonnel.
Monday through Thursday,
"As someone who served 10:30-11:20 a.m., during the fall
active duty in the U.S. Navy and semester. Interested students
has chosen a life of academics, I should look for the classification
have a keen understanding of the ENG 105, Section 08. More
distance between these two cul- information can be found by
said
Hildebrand. contacting the department of
tures."
"Veterans often find it difficult English and philosophy at (270)
to relate to other students 809-2401
e-mailing
or
because of their experiences — staci.stone@murraystate.edu.
whether in a region where armed

Lower Town home
gallery tour slated
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH. Ky. - The Lower
Town Home & Gallery Tour will
once again be held in conjunction with the American Quilt
Society (AQS I Quilt Show. The
dates and times of the Home
Tour are: Friday, April 29. 6-9
p.m.; and Saturday. Apnl 30,
2-5 p.m.
'This is a unique opportunity
to see beautifully restored historic homes and meet the people
in the neighborhood," said
Home Tour Chair Elaine
Spalding. "This year we have
Saturday hours in the afternoon.
so that you may tour the gal-

leries as well."
More than a dozen homes and
galleries will be on the tour this
year. The tour is open to the public and all proceeds benefit the
Lower Town Neighborhood
Association and scholarships to
the Paducah School of An.
Tickets are $10 per person and
cover person for both days. They
will be available for sale April
25-30 at the Texaco Station in
Lower Town. corner of N. 7th
St. and Madison: and al
Bryerpatch Studio, 502 N. 5th
St.
For more information, contact
Home Tour Chair Elaine
Spalding at (2701441-7050

.and mdre
,Classes avaitatite On Campus and Online

Enrolling now!
Admissions 1-800439-3245
www midweyworks Lom

Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND, Ky.. - The
West
Kentucky
Amateur
Astronomers (WKAA) and
Land Between The Lakes(LBL)
National Recreation Area will
host National Astronomy Day
on Saturday, May 7, at the
Golden Pond Visitor Center and
Planetarium. WKAA club members will be available throughout
the day to answer questions, distribute information, and share
telescopes for solar observing.
"The planetarium offers a
variety of shows and provides an
exciting way for children to
learn about astronomy," said
Rob Milner. planetarium interpreter. "National Astronomy
Day is a great way to teach children about the planets and how
they affect earth's climate and
environment."
In addition to opportunities to
observe the sun, the day includes
free planetarium shows at 10
and 11 a.m.. noon, and 1, 2 and
3 p.m. Planetarium doors open
at 9 a.m. Featured shows include
"Blown Away: Wild World of
Weather." "Journey to the Edge
of Space & Time," "File Out
Space Places," "Two Small
Pieces of Glass" and 'The Skies
Above."
Golden
Pond
LBL's
Planetarium is a state-of-the-art,
air conditioned facility with new
theatre style seats allowing visitors to enjoy shows in comfort.
At noon, WKAA members
will present a lecture entitled
"Getting Started in Astronomy."

In the past, this presentation has
included tips on observing the
night sky. buying your first
scope and safety viewing the
sun. After dark there will be
stargazing opportunities, weather permitting.
Astronomy Day is held annually nationwide to promote and
encourage astronomy as a science and hobby. For more information or directions to the
Golden Pond Visitor Center.
visit WKAA's website at
www.wkaa.net. LBL's website
at www.lbl.org, or "Friends of
LBL" (LBL Association) at
www.friendsoflbl.org. Returning
this year to the Golden Pond
Planetarium will be the Saturday
Summer Nights June through
August, and the popular Laser
Light Shows Memorial Day
through Labor Day.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service.
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
in partnership with "Friends of
LBL." to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. Visitors are
encouraged to review the website at v.'ww.lbl.org each season.
and throughout the season, for
maps, hunting regulations,
Calendar of Events, updates on
programs and policies, safety
information, and temporary trail
and road closures. Additional
LBL and "Friends of LBL"
information is also available on
the website or by calling I (800)
LBL-7077 or(270)924-2000.

LBL to host nature
photography workshop
Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND, Ky. Budding photographers are
invited to attend the annual
Nature Photography Workshop
on Saturday, May 7, at
Woodlands Nature Station in
Land Between The Lakes(LBL)
National Recreation Area.
Distinguished regional nature
photographer, Denise Boaz, and
Graphic
State's
Murray
Communications faculty member. Gross Magee will lead the
workshop from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
During this four-hour workshop.
Boaz and Magee will explain
exposure and composition, then
give participants an opportunity
to take photos in the field to
develop their photography skills.
Magee will also share tips
and advice about using digital
cameras. Participants will
receive an instructional book to
take home. The workshop is limited to 20 participants to ensure
more personal instruction.
"We look forward to this
workshop each year and are very
excited to have Denise Boaz and
Gross Magee back again," said
LBL interpreter Carrie Szwed.
"Learning how to better use

your camera for nature photography is a great way to appreciate LBL's natural beauty."
The $30 workshop fee covers
the cost of the program, instructional book on photography and
admission to the Nature Station.
Participants should bring their
camera (35 mm SLR or digital),
several rolls of film, lunch and
drinks, and dress appropriately
for the weather. Pre-registration
and full deposits are required by
calling (270)924-2020.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service.
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
in partnership with "Friends of
LBL," to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. Visitors are
encouraged to review the website at www.lbLorg each season.
and throughout the season, for
maps, hunting regulations,
Calendar of Events, updates on
programs and policies, safety
information, and temporary trail
and road closures. Additional
LBL and "Friends of LBL"
information is also available on
the website or by calling 1 (800)
LBL-7077 or (270i 924-2000.

Programmable digital open-fit BTE
ONLY $1,595w

SEND US
YOUR EASTER
PHOTOS!
Share your photographs of people
in our community at uork.
at school and at play.
N% hen you submit photographs for
-Scene in the Community"
please include the event. the date, place. organization
or group, as well as the name of
everyone in the photograph.

•Business Adnunistiation •
•Health Care Administration
•Public Safety Aditunistrabiln

LBL's Golden Pond
Planetarium to host
Astronomy Day

there is no guarantee a submission will be published.
Sio photo over 2 months old
will he accepted.
Digital photos: Ihey may he submitted in
.11'11.: format to
composing(P inurrayledgencom.
Print photos:
May he dropped off at the
I,edger office
at 1001 ‘1, hitnell Ave..
or mailed to
P.O. Box 10411.
Alurra. KA 421171.

CALL TODAY 270-753-8805
STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION

210 South 12th
Murray, KY
270-753-8055
www.F.rielang.00m
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Stepfather angry over affair
is fueling family discord

1onday. April 25, 2011

Looking Back
Ten sears ago
Dr Paul Yamben was the speaker at the meeting of the Zeta
Murray.
Department of the
Wontan's Club held April 12 at
the clubhouse Hostess were Janna
Hughes, Betty Sue Vinson. Ella
Mae Quenermous. Libby Hart and
Clara Humphrey.
Megan Pittenger. 7, and Reagan Pittenger. 2, won honors at
the America's Doll Beauty Pageant
held April 22 at Calloway Inn,
Murray.
Installed as officers of the Kiwanis Club of Murray for 2001-02
were Bob Pemn, Bill Call. Brenda Call. Pat Hughes and Ray.
Clark.
Murray High Tigers lost 5-4
against Marshall County in a baseball game.
Twenty years ago
Patricia Hutson was named 1991
Secretary of the Year and Melvin
Henley was named Boss of the
Year at Tuesday night's Executive Banquet sponsored by the Murray chapter of Professional Secretaries International in conjunction with national secretaries week
April 21-27.
J.B. Burkeen, a volunteer at
Murray High School. and Linda
Parker. who volunteers many hours
at the elementary school, were
recognized by the Murray City
School Board as outstanding volunteers.
The Calloway County Lakers and
the Murray High Tigers combined
to win the Quad County Championship Thursday for the fourth
time in five years, while the Lady
Lakers and the Lady Tigers won
their fifth straight championship
at the Quad County meet.
Thirty years ago
For the second year in a row.
the Calloway County High School
Future Farmers of America chapter took top honors Friday in the
28th Annual Agriculture Field Day.
at Murray State University.
Janice Smith recently purchased
Sykes Cafe. 100 Maple St., and
renamed it Jan's Cafe. The estab-

lishment has been in ('allow .is
County for the last 100 years
DEAR ABBY: NI) mother and end and life will go on If the
Jay Lockhart will he the speakstepfather. 'Rick." are being relationship you have had with
er at the gospel meeting to be
divorced after 12 years of mar- these people was built on a solid
held at the Seventh and Poplar
riage. Mont had an affair, and I foundation, it will endure
Church of Christ starting Sunday.
•
understand thin Rick is angry, but
April 26.
DEAR ABBY: I am an averhe is being vindictive. My sisters
Forty years ago
and I have tried hard to maintain age-looking, middle-aged woman.
Dean Ross recently came to
a telationship with him but he I have many friends and a career
Murray as minister of the Murdoesn't understand this is HIS I love. What I do not have is .
ray Christian Fellowsnip Church.
It partner. It breaks my heart. I
divorce.
He is from Clarks Hill. Ind.
shouldn't excluded from an important taa •
Recently reported births Include
involve us or of life -- romantic 10“a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Allen
I have had
the rest of the
Tncket. Jr., a boy to Mr. and
men. All of them were disasters
family, but
Mrs. James McClure: a boy to
has At the age I ant now, there seems
Rick
the Res. and Mrs. Stephen Davinvolved to be little or no hope of findenport. and a girl to Dr. and Mrs.
ing anyone.
everyone.
Bill Canon.
Most of my friends are marHehavesaytos
Kentucky Highway Commissionwened or in committed relationships.
er B.E King has approved a
choose sides. and I feel like an outsider. I am
design engineering project for U.S.
and if we're involved in my church and my
and
Calloway
in
641
Highway
on his side, career, and to all outward appearAbigail
By
Counties.
Marshall
we must cut ances. I look happy and successFifty years ago
Van Buren
off contact ful.
The board of directors of the
But. Abby, inside I am ternwith our mother. When we said
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growweren't about to take sides, fled that I'll be alone forever. Somewe
ers Association will entertain a
he got angry,. He has told his side times I wonder how I will surdelegation from Egypt on May 2
of the family that we're horrible vive this life. How do I cope
at the Kenlake Hotel. The visit
with my sadness and my fear of
people, and they're not allowed
to Murray was arranged by the
to have contact with us any longer, being alone forever? I hope for
Burley and Dark Leaf Tobacco
Abby. these are people we have some good advice. -- SINGLE IN
Export Association in cooperation
known for 12 years. They want DIXIE
with the Foreign Agricultural SerDEAR SINGLE: There are
a relationship with us and we
vice of the United States Departwith them, but after the terrible worse things than being alone.
ment of Agriculture.
things Rick has said about us, we Chief among them is being stuck
Verne Kyle will speak at the
don't know if we can face them, in a relationship (formal or othbuffet supper on April 26 at the
Please tell us what to do. Any erwisei with someone who isn't
Kirksey Methodist Church.
advice would be helpful. -- NEEDS right for you. If you are spending most of your time with couIn baseball games. Murray ColAN OPINION IN VIRGINIA
lege High beat Cuba and Murray
DEAR NEEDSAN OPINION: ples. perhaps you should arrange
High beat Reidland.
Your almost-former stepfather is to spend more time with other
Sixty years ago
upset. He wants to punish your singles. Expand your circle. TrayRecently reported births include
mother For him to demand you el, if you can afford it. It will
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Alvis E. "divorce" her in order to main- make you a less depressed, more
tam n a relationship with him is child- interesting person to be around.
Jones. a girl to Mr. and Mrs. L.P.
If you need help for your
ish and unrealistic. The only per.
Hendon. and a boy to Mr. and
son he's really isolating is him- depression, talk to a therapist. But
Mrs. Charles Carson.
never tell yourself you will NEVER
self, which is sad,
Elected as officers of the Hazel
Rick's family has had 12 years meet someone. It's self-defeating,
High School Unit of die Parentto get to know you and your sis- People of every age meet and fall
Teacher Association were Mrs.
ters. I'm sure they recognize that in love every day. and they' are
Robert Gass, Mrs. J Robert Tayhe is being irrational. Please don't being married at later ages, too,
lor, Mrs. Geraldine Myers. and
allow yourselves to he intimidatMrs. Bill Strader.
Dear Abby is written by At,ed by whatever he might have
Pvt. Alfred H. Murdock. son of
said about you. Talk to them. gail Van Buren. also known as
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Murdock. is
Burn no bridges. The divorce will Jeanne Phillips.
stationed at Fort Benning, Ga.

Dear Abby

In 1859, ground was broken
for the Suez Canal.
In 1898, the United States formally declared war on Spain.
In 1901. New York Gov. Benjamin Barker Odell Jr. signed an
automobile registration bill which
imposed a 15 mph speed Emit on
highways.
In 1944. the United Negro College Fund was founded.
In 1945, during World War II.
U.S. and Soviet forces linked up
on the Elbe(EL'-behlRiver, a meeting that dramatized the collapse
of Nazi Germany's defenses.
In 1959, the St. Lawrence Sea-

way opened to shipping.
In 1983. Soviet leader Yuri V.
AndropoV (an-DRAH'-pawfI invited Samantha Smith to visit his
country after receiving a letter
from the Manchester. Maine.
schoolgirl.
In 1990, the Hubble Space
Telescope was deployed in orbit
from the space shuttle Discovery.
(Although Hubble was hailed as
a scientific triumph, it was discovered that the telescope's primary.
mirror was flawed, requiring the
installation of corrective components to achieve optimal focus.)
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Cleaning
Filters
e a r
I
Heloise:
have a vacucleaner
um
that uses a
HEPA (High
Efficiency
Particulate Air
Heloise
Heloise)fil.
a
ter and
foani-type filter that covers the
HEPA filter. The FILTERS ARE
REALLY DIRTY, even after one
week. so I purchased an additional set. I can vacuum the HEPA
filter. wash the foam filter and allow
each to dry. Then I swap the dirty
filters the next week. Anything
helps to keep out the dust. -Done W. in Salem. Ore.
Glad this method worked for
sou. For other readers, depending on the type and brand of vacuum, cleaning instructions may be
different. It is extremely important to read the user manual or
check online for suggested cleaning methods. Many manufacturers
suggest cleaning the filters with
WATER ONLY -- no detergent.
And you should let them dry nat.
uraIly/air-dry, meaning no hair
dryer or microwave. Be sure the
filter is COMPLETELY dry' before

by

DEAR DR. GOTT: My mother is 87 years old and has great
difficulty swallowing pills. They'
get stuck in her throat, and she
is so afraid of choking she would
prefer not to lake them at all,
which is not an option because
of her many medical conditions.
Can you offer
guidany
Her
ance?
entire family
terribly
•
,ncerned
DEAR
READER: I
do have a few
recommendathat
tions
might get her
back on track.
Your mother
By
Dr. Peter Gott should take
her pills at a
time w hen she doesn't feel she is
under stress. She should he relaxed
and assisted by a single family
member or appropriate person with
whom she feels comfortable. Don't
perform the task if everyone is
gathered around, coaxing her on.
Furthermore, it helps the swallowing process if the mouth is
moist. You might begin the process
by setting out her pills and having her sip some water prior to
even taking her first dose. Lubricate the tract. so to speak. Then
she can place a pill in her mouth,
take another sip. and the pill
should glide down.
Placing some types of pills in
a small plastic resealable bag and
crushing them within the bag using
the back of a spoon will break
them up. Then empty the contents into a spoonful of applesauce, yogurt or other appealing
food. Should she take capsules.
simply open the medication and
pour its contents into a spoonful
of food. Another option is to purchase a pill crusher. If the medication is coated or has a delayed
release action, the pills should
never been crushed, broken or
chewed. Check with your pharmacist before crushing any med-

Dr. Gott

teatit
My next recommendation, and
perhaps the easiest, is an overthe-counter product known as Pill
Glide. a water-based lubricating
gel. A flavored, metered dose is
squirted into the mouth. It is free
of sugar, dyes, gluten and casein,
has no active ingredients, and is
non-allergenic. It is available in
several flavors through Walgreens,
CVS and Publix, and is also available via the Internet through Ama
zon. It has been a revolutionary
breakthrough for children who had
previously been on oral medica
tions only because they couldn't
swallow a pill, as well as for
adults with a history' of Parkinson's. Alzheimer's. cancer. stroke
or those who simply can't swallow' a pill of any' size.
As an aside, three of the most
commonly flavored liquid prescription medications on the market
are amoxicillin, Tamiflu and
Azithromycin. Many pharmacies
now incorporate this innovative
option by crushing pills and adding
flavors, making taking any pill
more desirable. And you can
request your flavor!
Incorporate one or more of my
recommendations into your moth.
er's daily medication routine, and
alleviate her stress. Good hick.
DEAR DR. (;OTT: A fey(
weeks ago, you said putting nail
hardener on skin tags helps to
dry them and consequently they
fall off. Would it be possible to
do the same with seborrheic keratosis spots? I have many. Thank
you for your consideration. I am
an 80-year-old healthy female.
READER: Oddly.
DEAR
enough. I just received a letter
from a reader who indicated that
she used it for that very purpose
on an unsightly lesion. She applied
it once daily. peeled it off after
her daily shower, and then reap
plied a new coat. The lesion was
totally gone after several weeks.
My guess is that the polish worked
as a barrier, keeping the lesion
dry and vyithout s ital oxygen for
nourishment.

replacing it. -- Helots(
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
loise.com
E-mail: I le loiset at
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Here are sonic
other uses for hair conditioner
* Loosen a tight nng.
• Use for shaving legs.
• Rub a little on dry cuticles.
• Add some to rinse ,water for
lingerie.
Heloise
NO SCUFF
Dear Heloise: I bought my
daughter a pair of red leather
Mary Janes. The first time she
vvore them, she scuffed the toes
-- hot-pink scuffs. I didn't have
any red shoe polish. So I thought
of a red crayon -- it's colored
wax. I matched as closely as possible. then 1 buffed it. A nearperfect match! I've used navy blue.
too. Maybe this will help another mother of a rowdy young (ine.
-- Jamie Stilton, via fax
ADDRESS-BOOK REUSE
Hi, Worse: Here's another hint
for using an old address book:
List television movies you've seen
rand grade them on a scale of 110) to avoid watching films you've

already seen. Saves frustration and
time. -- Mary in Naples, Fla,
TRY MEN'S JEWELRY
Dear Heloise: I love jewelry.
especially gold rings with diamonds
in them. I usually want the ring
for my index or middle finger. I
have large fingers and hated always
basing to pay extra for a large
sue, and most stores don't cary
large women's ring sizes. I have
found that some men's rings, actually. fit more comfortably, and when
worn don't look masculine at all.
-- Shelly in Texas
Thly sounds like a money-savet
to me! You save money' because
rings don't have to be sized. which
can cost upward of $40 per ring.'
So. it's definitely. worth looking into.
Ilelouse
SOUND OFF
Dear Heloise: The background
music on TV shows is downright
disturbing, irritating, obnoxious,
intolerable and just too much. It
can drive you to another, quieter
channel. I usually turn the volume down, but then I can't hear
what the person is saying. -- Theresa in New Jersey
!can't hear you.' What
are you trying to .yell/tell me T' -Heloise
0.12011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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MY

RESUME REALLY
NEEDS A REPO, 50 I
THOUGHT ID STAY IN
AND U14 .YOU KNOW,
WORN ON THAT.

DUSTIN( I TANK YOU'VE U51)
EVERY EXCUSE IN THE BOOK
TO AVOID WORK.
OH( C MON(
AND
I KNOW THAT 04E
ECONOMY 5 IN THE
NP5T Or' A..

you
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ACROSS
1
5
9
10
12
13
14
16
17
18
21
22
23
24
26
29
30
31
32
34
37
38
39
40
41

Pack tight
Talks and talks
Sports venue
Some doors
Orlando team
Tin or tungsten
be right with you"
Make knots
Kingly address
Be present at
Feeling down
Rap-sheet contents
Intended
Like teen idols
Bear's home
Ladybug, for one
Word twice in a Doris Day song
Make a choice
Andean animals
Martini garnish
Live
Not dissonant
Like a snoop
1
Tug
Wallet bills

/: wAS BORN SECOND 50
I SET THE 51LVER
I'M LUCKY
WE NEVER
HAD A
00E,

SPANS
MEND
CARAT
INERT
ALAMO
SABER
BAN
E M UNE A
SITE
RELOAD
LASTDITCH
SEEME
CIU I DD ITCH
I TSHOT
CURE
RI B
DNA
OR
TAPA
EVADE
PENAL
EDICT
ONES
TRADE
2

6

3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
15
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Brain cases
Look over
Licorice-like herb
Spiked club
Tiara feature
Log chopper
Resentful
Laundry problems
Wrong
Winter glider
Chewy candy
Wee
Infant
Ring out
Got together
Use
Eye part
Downfall
Wipes clean
Mean-spirited
Italy's shape
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14

IS

17

18

21
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When: Today-Wednesday
Where: Greystone Golf Club (Docks,
History: Murray State won the chan
2010, as first tale since 1991 Murra
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Swallowing pills
can be difficult

Hints From Nola's.

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Monday, April 25,
the 115th day of 2011. There are
250 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 25. 1507. German
WaldMartin
cartographer
seemueller produced a world map
containing the first recorded use
of the term - Amenca," in honor
of Italian navigator Amengo
Vespucci (vehs-PY00'-chee
On this date:
In 1792. highwayman Nicolas
Jacques Pelletier became the first
person under French law to be
executed by the guillotine.

Murray I.edger & Times

33
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LEXINGTON. Ky.(API Newton had few jitter
Kentucky's annual Blue-Wt
triage.
His receivers? Not so muc
The junior quarterback lo
tortable and in command of I
even if his receivers didn't all
crate. Newton threw for 256
three scores, though it wasn't
lead the White to victory.
The Blue team, compriset
reserves, held on for a 31after being spotted a 14-0 k
the game by coach Joker Phil
The White team tied it a
Newton hit E.J. Fields for a
but Joe Mansour hit a 38-yan
with 47 seconds lift the reset
tory.
Newton completed 23-i
attempts and had one in
Despite the drops. Newton I
connect on a handful of
including two that went for 3
But Newton said the
always overshadow the good
"That's something ti-at
coordinator Randy I Sanders
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PREP SOFTBALL

OVC MEN'S GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP

Alvey tosses
five-inning
no-no in win
over Trenton

In elite company
POSTING
NATIONALLY
ELITE NUMBERS,
CARRICO
GUNNING FOR
TITLES AS A
SENIOR

FINAL-INNING RALLY
LIFTS CALLOWAY
OVER TOP
TENNESSEE TEAM
Staff Report
Tayler Alvey tossed a five inning
no-hitter as Murray took a 7-1 victory
over Trenton (Tenn.) in the Maddie
Memorial Tournament Saturday in
Martin, Tenn.
The Lady Tigers then suffered a 6-4
setback against South Gibson (Tenn.),
completing a split for the day.
Against Trenton, Alvey allowed no
hits but did surrender one run and one
walk while striking out five batters.
The Lady Tigers plated two runs in
the first inning when Julia Curtis singled in Liz Grogan before coming
around to score herself. Murray built its
lead to 5-0 with three more runs in the
second inning. getting RBI singles
from Grogan and Amanda Winchester.
Trenton scored its only run in the
bottom of the second, and the Lady
Tigers plated two final runs in the top
of the fourth.
Grogan led Murray's offense, going
3-for-3 with three runs scored and an
RBI.
Against South Gibson, Murray took
an early lead and held it until allowing
their opponent five runs in the top of
the fourth inning.
The Lady Tigers scored two runs in
the first inning when Winchester and
Lauren Dieleman came home on a
Haley Armstrong triple. Murray added
another run in the second inning and a
fourth in the third when Armstrong
scored on a Rachel Todd double.
Morgan Huston took the loss in the
circle for Murray but allowed only
three earned runs on two hits. She
walked four batters, however, while
striking out five. Murray also commit-

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
laying in the 2010 NCAA
Tournament was an eyeopener for Cameron Carrico.
Then a junior at Murray
State, the Owensboro native
saw just how hard the best
players in the country were working to
play golf at an elite level.
So in the depths of a cold winter,
Carrico would think about those players,
many of whom were out on the course in
wanner climates while he was stuck
inside. So he followed a strict weight lifting regimen and watched the thermometer
closely, getting outside to work on his
game every time the temperature rose to
40 degrees or above.
As winter gave way to spring, Carrico
began to put together what is perhaps the
most remarkable season ever enjoyed by a
Murray State golfer, one he hopes to cap
off with team and individual titles at the
Ohio Valley Conference tournament this
week.
Statistics offer perhaps the best medium of grasping just how special Carrico's
season has been.
He has the best par-four scoring average in the entire nation at 3.96. just ahead
of Oklahoma State's Peter Uihlein, the
No. I ranked amateur golfer in the world.
Carrico's total scoring average of 71.10
ranks him ninth among Division I golfers
and is also a school record. He is the only
player in head coach Eddie Hunt's decadelong tenure to post an under-par average.
-There are some big-name players up
there in the rankings where Cameron is,"
says Hunt, whose team begins play at the
OVC Championship this morning at
Greystone Golf Club in Dickson. Tenn.
"That really says something about his season when you're comparing him with all
the top players in the country."
Carrico has long been known as one of
the longest players off the tee in the OVC,
or for that matter, in the college game, but
his developing short game has helped him

p

II See SOFTBALL 12

PREP BASEBALL

Lakers win
one, lose two
at Ky. Lake
Invitational

III See CARRICO, 12

EIGHT-RUN FOURTH
INNING LIFTS
CALLOWAY OVER
MADISONVILLE

This Week
OVC Men's God Championship
When: Today-Wednesday
Where: Greystone Golf Club (Dickson Tenn
History: Murray State won Me championship in
2010. its first title since 1991 Murray State has
-laimed two of the last three individual titles as Nick
.
Newcomb wont in both 2008 and 2010
The favorites: Jacksonville St (290 4) Murray St
(291 1) Tennessee-Martin (2976)
Players to watch: Cameron Carrico (Mur) 71 1
Tom Robson (JSU) 72 7 Gonzalo Berlin (JSU
'2 8
numbers are season stroke averages

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger 8. Torres
week at Miller Memorial
last
chip
practice
this
watches
Carrico
Cameron
golfer
senior
Murray State
Golf Course. Carrico, who owns the best par-4 scoring average in Division I golf at 3.96, will attempt
to lead the Racers to an OVC Championship this week while also hunting individual medalist honors
at Greystone Golf Club in Dickson, Tenn.

KENTUCKY FOOTBALL

Newton settling in at quarterback for Wildcats
LEXINGTON. Ky.(API — Morgan to let us lose track of," Newton said.
Newton had few jitters during "We had a lot of good plays and we had
Kentucky's annual Blue-White scrim- a lot of different guys that made those
plays but there were some bad ones in
mage.
we have to eliminate."
there
much.
so
Not
His receivers?
Phillips said he was pleased with
The junior quarterback looked comfortable and in command of the offense how the Wildcats defense played after
even if his receivers didn't always coop- spending all of spring practice learning
erate. Newton threw for 256 yards and new co-defensive coordinator Rick
three scores, though it wasn't enough to Minter's defensive schemes.
Minter's defense primanly calls for
lead the White to victory.
The Blue team, comprised mostly of five defensive backs on the field, and a
reserves, held on for a 31-28 victory handful of starters have switched posiafter being spotted a 144) lead to start tions to accommodate.
One that switched positions was
the game by coach Joker Phillips.
The White team tied it at 28 when Ridge Wilson, a junior who has made
Newton hit E.J. Fields for a touchdown the switch from linebacker to a hybnd
but Joe Mansour hit a 38-yard field goal linebacker-defensive end. He had four
with 47 seconds lift the reserves to vic- tackles Saturday. including two sacks.
He said he isn't 1(X) percent at the new
tory.
Newton completed 23-of-44 pass position but the switch feels like the
attempts and had one interception. nght place for him.
"It's not about if I am able to play that
Despite the drops. Newton was table to
connect on a handful of deep plays. position for my body type," said Wilson,
who is 6-foot- and 238 pounds. "It's
including two that went for 38 yard.s.
to
But Newton said the had plays about learning what to do and when
do it. I feel like the more and more I
always overshadow the good.
"That's something that offensive
II See NEWTON, 12
coordinator Randy) Sanders isn't going

PABLO ALCALA

AP

Kentucky's Morgan Newton passes the ball daring the spring football
game at Commonwealth Stadium in Lexington on Saturday.

StaW Report
Calloway County took one win and
two losses away from the Kentucky
Lake Invitational over the weekend.
The tournament was hosted at both
Calloway and Marshall County, but the
Lakers played all three of their games
at Laker Field.
CCHS opened play Friday night
with an 11-4 loss to Lone Oak. The
Lakers surrendered IS hits and managed just six against the Purple Flash
Clint Craig was a bright spot offensively for Calloway. going 2-for-2 and
reaching base a third time when he was
hit by a pitch. Lucas Englen led Lone
Oak, going 3-for-4.
On Saturday. the Lakers put eight
runs on the board in a monstrous fourth
inning en route to a 12-7 win over
Madisonville-North Hopkins.
The Lakers had just seven hits to
Madisonville's eight, but took advantage of two Maroon errors. prior to
Calloway's big bottom of the fourth,
the Lakers had surrendered seven runs
to Madisonville in the top of the inning.
In Saturday's second game,
Chnstian County shut out Calloway 70. The Lakers managed just three hits
and committed nine errors in the loss.
Chnstian County had just four hits on
the day but took advantage of
Calloway's many defensive miscues.
The game was delayed for two
hours in the fifth inning due to rain.
The Lakers record falls to 9-10-1
on the season. Lone Oak improved to
13-7 while Madisonville went to 11-5
and Christian County is at 11-8.
Calloway returns to action tonight,
hosting Miry field at 7 p.m.
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'Breds ride
four-run
fourth to win
at EIU, split
twin bill

Racers, Cross take second place
MOREHEAD STATE WINS Mit
CHAMPIONSHIP

competitor and today finished
From MSU Athletics
The Murray State Racers fell the last three holes one-under
short of their quest for a third par."
Cross, a junior from
straight Ohio Valley Conference
Women's Golf Championship Elizabethtown. Ky., finished
From MSU Athletics
Saturday when they finished three shots off the lead with
Murray
s,..ored four second at GreyStone GC in scores of 72-77-72=221 and
runs in the top of the fourth Dickson. Tenn , while junior was named to the OVC Allinning and that was more than Morgan Cross finished second Tournament Team.
MSU's Delaney Howson and
enough as the Breds handed and was named to the OVC AllAlli Weaver shared seventh
Eastern Illinois 4-1 in the first Tournament Team.
game of an Ohio Valley
The Racers started the day place in the event. Howson had
doubleheader eight shots off the Eagles' pace scores of 75-79-73=227, while
Conference
Saturday afternoon at Coaches and did cut the deficit to four Weaver carded scores of 76-78Stadium.
heading to the final nine holes. 73=227. Alexandra Lennartsson
The Breds (14-22. 5-4 OVC) but ended up finishing 14 shots placed 13th with scores of 74got the bats going in the fourth back with scores of 297-310-, 76-83=233, while Caroline
Lagerborg placed 25th with
inning with Jacob Rhodes deliv- 297=904.
ering a leadoff opposite-field
-They had a great tourna- rounds of 79-81-79=241.
Morehead State's Emma
home run to left field. Brandon ment. I'm very proud of their
Eggenscwiler followed with a effort.
'MSU head coach Velvet Jonsson was the medalist of the
single to third. Paul Ritzheimer Milkman said. "All of our team event with scores of 70-73singled through the left side and really played well, especially 75=218.
After the Eagles and Racers,
Zach Noonan had a hunt single Morgan to finish second and
to third where nobody covered make the all-tournament team." Jacksonville State finished third
first. With two outs. Elliot Frey
"Also it's a bitter-sweet at 924, with Eastern Kentucky
beat out a single to short to drive moment for our senior Caroline (932). Austin Peay (948),
(978),
Illinois
in a run. before Ty Stetson plat- Lagerborg," Milkman added. Eastern
ed two runners with a double "You know you're happy to see Tennessee Tech (981) and
just inside the bag at first base.
her graduate and start another Tennessee State (1064) roundThe Panthers (13-22, 6-6 part of her life. hut she was a ing out the field.
OVC) got on the scoreboard in
the fifth inning as a single and a
walk put the first two runners
on. After a sacrifice bunt, Jacob
Calloway's offense, going 2-forFrom Page 11
Reese plated a run with a field3 with two doubles and scoring
ted three errors.
er's choice to short.
Armstrong led the Lady the Lady Lakers' only run of the
Jake Donze (6-2) was on top
Tigers' offense, going I -for-1 game in the sixth inning on a
of his game Saturday as he
and reaching base a second time Lauren Benson RBI single.
retired the first nine hitters he
on a walk. She drove in two runs Calloway also got hits from
faced. He was able to get out of
Karlee Wilson, Neely Gallimore
and scored one.
a pair of two on. nobody out sitand Taylor Armstrong.
Murray
is
now
II-11
on
the
uations, by getting a pair of douCalloway scored a dramatic
season and is scheduled to host
ble-play groundouts. He fin2-I victory over Lincoln County
Mayfield at 5 p.m. today.
ished the game by allowing one
Calloway goes 1-2 at (Tenn.). previously 25-4, in the
run on four hits and a pair of
nightcap Friday. plating two
Greenwood Border Battle
strikeouts in the seven-inning
Calloway County earned a runs in the fifth inning to overcomplete game. Mike Hoekstra
big victory over a top Tennessee come a 1-0 deficit.
(5-31 took the loss after allowing
Armstrong set the rally in
team Saturday at the Greenwood
runs,
earned,
on
11
four
three
Border Battle, but also suffered motion, earning a walk, then
hits over five innings.
losses to two Kentucky squads, Reynolds delivered a single that
Ritzheimer led the offense by
Meade County and Henderson sent Armstrong to third base.
going 3-for-3 with a run scored.
Eighth-grader Kelsey Douglas
County.
Eggenschwiler added a pair of
The Lady Lakers opened play then hit a fielder's choice
hits as the Breds collected 11 in
with two games Friday night. ground ball to second base,
the game.
first falling to Meade County 4- allowing Taylor Armstrong to
In the second game. a costly
I. Brittany Reynolds took the score.
error in the third inning helped
The throw' home to catch
loss.
Eastern Illinois score four runs
Kristin
Boggess
paced Armstrong was errant, and pinch
on their way to a 5-3 victory.
Tyler Beers(3-5) suffered the
loss after allowing four runs,
two earned, on two hits over 2.1
ing his roster with western
From Page 11
innings.
Rhodes led the offense by achieve a new level of success Kentucky talent has helped him
land golfers such as Carrico and
going 3-for-4 with a pair of this season.
freshman
Travis
RBIs. Brandon Elliott added a
"Consistency-wise, this is current
pair of hits and scored a run.
probably the best season I've Thompson, also a Kentucky Mr.
The Breds return to the dia- seen, no doubt about that," Hunt Golf from Marshall County.
"They all play summer tourmond Tuesday afternoon as they says. "Cameron's always been
play host to Evansville at 3 p.m. the type of player that's going to naments together, and they all
at Reagan Field.
shoot low scores and have a play tournaments together in
Softball falls to Eastern good average, but he'd always high school," Hunt says."I think
Kentucky after Friday sweep
shoot a 66 or 67 and follow it up if you can get a nucleus of those
Murray State was able w with a 75 or 76. This year, we kids, it helps bring in others
cause they know each other and
score eight runs on just three hits haven't seen that.
Sunday afternoon, but an offen"... Cameron has a reputation they know what type of program
sive outburst from Eastern as a real long hitter, but that you have."
Carrico
was successful
Kentucky in the first two innings shows me he's an all-around
for the second straight game player when you have the best immediately as a freshman,
handed the Racers a 9-8 loss at scoring average in the country playing in every event and posting a scoring average of 73.4.
Racer Field.
on par-fours."
He went to the NCAA
The Colonels put up five runs
Tournament for the first time in
in the top of the first as the first
2010 as part of a senior-laden
six batters of the game safely
reached base on five hits, a
Carrico came to Murray State Racer team that included Nick
individual
fielder's choice and an error.
as a highly-touted freshman out Newcomb, the
Leslie Bridges was saddled of Owensboro Catholic who had medalist in that tournament.
This year's club, however, is
with the loss, her first of the sea- been named Kentucky Mr. Golf
son. She tossed 3.2 innings, and finished second at the state vastly different. Murray State
graduated three players off last
allowing four runs on seven hits high school tournament.
while striking Out four as all
He was also recruited by year's team, and Carrico is the
five Murray State pitchers saw Kentucky
and
Western unquestioned leader.
The pressure, as can be imagaction today.
Kentucky, but came to the
The Racers stay at home this Racers because of his familiarity ined. will thus be squarely on
week, playing eight games in with would-be teammates, the the shoulders of Carrico this
five days over a six-day span. fact that Murray's small-town week. In addition to his individMid Continent comes to town atmosphere felt like home, and ual title pursuits, the Racers are,
based on averages, the secondTuesday with the first pitch for Hunt's coaching style.
scheduled for 1 p.m. The Racers
"He wasn't one of those that best team in the league behind
will be holding their annual was going to be on me all the Jacksonville State and will have
Strikeout Cancer fundraiser time, because I'm going to he a chance to compete for a team
Tuesday night. accepting dona- the one out there practicing, you title.
Carrico is also the handstions on a per-strikeout basis or don't have to force me to get out
down favorite for individual
a flat amount. All proceeds will there," Carrico says of Hunt.
go towards research and develHunt says the fact that he medalist, and getting back to the
opment for the fight against places a heavy emphasis on fill- NCAA tournament -- which
breast cancer.

Morehead State is the first
team other than Murray State
and Jacksonville State to win
the OVC title since Tennessee
Tech in 2(101. The Eagles are
only the fifth team in ()V('
Women's Golf history to win
the title
The Racers, who lead the
OVC with eight championships,
were going for their third
straight title after taking the
tournament in 2009 and 2010.
Losing only one senior from
their starting five, the Racers
have a bright future.
"When you consider we had
players
(Howson.
three
Lennartsson and Weaver) who
were playing this course for the
first time, we held up very well
and were right there today going
into the final nine holes."
Milkman said. "I'm excited
about what we have coming
back for next season."
The GreyStone GC was playing 6,020 yards and to a par of
72 and will also host the OVC
Women's season ending event
in 2012 and 2013. Greystone is
also the host of the OVC men's
event starting Monday and running through Wednesday.

•Softball

runner
Montana
Rowland
scored all the way from first
base to win the game.
Lindsey Rucker earned the
victory, tossing all five innings,
striking out three batters and
hits.
surrendering
three
got
hits from
Calloway
Reynolds, Wilson and Ashlynn
Stalls.
Calloway played one game
Saturday morning, falling to
Henderson County 5-2.
The Lady Lakers plated their
only runs of the day in the second inning when Benson
walked, then scored on a passed
ball. and Armstrong singled.
scoring on a fielder's choice
ground ball.
Calloway is scheduled to host
Graves County today at 5:30
p.m. The game is subject to cancellation due to rain and a wet
field.

•Carrico

•

•Newton
From Page 11
learn the detense. I can I, ,b
rather than just keep thinking
The game's format. which
Phillips changed at the last
minute from an offense-versusdefense format, allowed a lot of
second- and third-stfing players
to get reps during the game.
including an extended look at
quarterback
second-string
Maxwell Smith.
Smith enrolled at Kentucky in
December and will be a freshman
in the fall, lie finished 10-for-21
for 99 yards. one touchdown and
one interception. Ile was sacked
seven times.

can be accomplished with either
a team or individual title — is an
important goal for him.
Carrico says he believes he
has earned the favorite title and
that it doesn't add any pressure
to the week. He says he hasn't
thought about the possibility
that this could be his last collegiate tournament for a simple
reason — he doesn't believe it
is.
"The way I've been playing,
and I'm not trying to sound bigheaded. but I feel like if I play
well. I should win,- he says. "I
feel like I need to play well. I'm
the senior on the team, and I
need to play well for the guys."
As far as the Racers' team
title aspirations are concerned,
senior Hunter Ford, a Paducah
Tilghman product, and sophomore Patrick Newcomb, a
Marshall County native, could
be the X-factors.
In the Nos. 2 and 3 spots,
Ford and Newcomb will need to
turn in strong performances
along with Carrico in order for
the Racers to edge out a deep
and talented Jacksonville State
club, Hunt says.
"Patrick had some really
good success early in the season
and won a couple tournaments.
which is very unusual for a
sophomore," Hunt says. "He
struggled a little in the spring,
but his game's coming around.
and I think he can get in the mix.
"Hunter is our fifth-year senior, and 1 think he's ready. He'll
play well"
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SCORE'EN C1. INEN

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St.• Murray. KY • 753-3415

titir;Auto

SCOREBOARD
Prep Basebali
Friday
Kentucky Lake Invitational
(at Calloway Co.)
Lone Oa. 11 Calloway C, 4
Saturday
Kentucky Lake Invitational
(at Calloway Co )
Calloway Co 12 Madosonville-North
Hopkins 7
Chnstian Co 7 Calloway Co 0
Tom Hulsey Invitational
(at Hickman Co.)
Murray vs Ballard Memonai, pod rain
Murray vs South Fulton (Tenn ). ppd.
rain
Todry
Mayfield at Calloway Co. 7 p m

Boston 5 L A Angels 0
Oakland 9 Seattle 1
Sunday's Games
Detroit 3, Chicago White Sox 0
Tampa Bay 2 Toronto 0
N V Yankees 6 Baltimore 3. 11 inn nos
Minnesota 4 Cleveland 3
Texas 8 Kansas City 7
Boston 7, L A Angels 0
Oakland 5 Seattle 2
Monday's Games
Chicago White Sox (Humber 1-2) at
N V Yankees IA J Burnett 3-01. 6 05
pm
Toronto (Drabek 1-0) at Texas (Lewis t•
2) 7 05 p rn
Oakland (G Gonzalez 2-1) at L A
Angels (Weaver 5-01, 9 05 p m

Prep Softball
Friday
Greenwood Border Battle
tat Greenwood)
Meade Co 4. Calloway Co 1
Calloway Co 2 Lincoln Co (Tenn 1
Saturday
Greenwood Border Battle
(at Greenwood)
Henderson Co 5 5.ailoway Co
Meddle Memorial Tournament
(at Martin. Tenn.)
Murray 2 Trenton (Tenn I 0
South Gibson (Tenn )6. Murray 4
Today
Mayfield at Murray 5 p m
Graves Co at Calloway Co. 5 30 p m

National League
East Division
W
L Pct
Philadelphia
15 6 714
13 7 650
Florida
Washington
10 10 500
11 12 478
Atlanta
9 13 409
New York
Central Division
W
L Pct
11 10 524
Cincinnati
VI 10 524
Milwaukee
11 ¶0524
St Louis
10 11 476
Chicago
9 12 429
Pittsburgh
8 14 364
Houston
West Division
W
L Pet
14
7 667
Colorado
12 ¶1522
Los Angeles
10 ¶1476
San Francisco
Arizona
8 12 400
San Diego
6 14 364

College Baseball
Saturday
Murray St 4 Eastern Illinois 1
Eastern Illinois 5, Murray St 3
College Softball
Saturday
Eastern Kentucky 9 Murray lTO 3
Minor League Baseball
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet
New York
12 6 667
11 11 500
Tampa Bay
10 11 476
Boston
Toronto
9 12 429
Baltimoni
8 12 400
Central Division
W
L Fct
13 8 619
Cleveland
Detroit
12 10 545
Kansas City
12 t0545
Minnesota
9 12 429
Chicago
8 14 364
West Division
W
L Pct
14 7 667
Texas
Los Angeles
12 10 545
11 11 500
Oak land
Seattle
8 15 348
Saturday's Games
Tampa Bay 6 foronto 4
Minnesota 10 Cleveland 3
Detroit S Ctecago White Sox 0
NY Yankees 15 Baltimore 3
Texas 3 Kansas City 1

GB
—
3
312
412
5
GB
—
112
112
4
512
GB
—
212
312
7

GB
—
3
4
512
612

UNDERs50
Prices valid for first 17 months Requires 24 month Agreemem

Mike &
Jack Wood,
Owners

de-Ls

NFTWOR K.
AUTNORIZE1 tram

Wood Electronics
(On the Court Square) Murray, KY
753-0530
Drgeal Horne .
,
, enth agreement diti
,
...Jva,
tage plan ,egolres
gualrf,cation
Cancellation fee of $17 50nionth remaining applies it service is terminated before
end of agn ,..nt Free Standard Professional Installation only Upfront and monthly
lees may apply Prices packages and programming subtect to change without notice
Additional resInci,nns m X Arr,V Cltr ayailabie ler new and qualified former custom
'
ers and ends

The Kenai.
i A Place to Rest Relax. Restore

We have added
NEW SERVICES just for you!
Beauty Treatments by Dr. Corey Forester
Botor•Juvederm • Latisse
Schedule your Free Consultatton on April 28th
to see it these services are right for you'
,
•

CALL TODAY AND ASK ABOUT DELIVERY

Morning and Evening classes available
Perfect for all levels, even beginner's!
8 week classes begin April 18th

1

1
2
312

PACKAGES

Yoga with Gayle Rogers, CYI, RYT

Canton Quarry 270-924-5434
RogersGroupinc.com

GB
—
--

Saturday's Games
Chicago Cubs 10 LA Dodgers 8
N Y Mets 6. Arizona 4
Atlanta 5 San Francisco 2
Cincinnati 5 St Lours 3
Pittsburgh 7. Washmgton 2
Colorado 3 Florida 1
Houston 9, Milwaukee 6 15 innings
Philadelphia 4 San Drew, 2. It innings
Sunday's Games
N V Mets 8, Astoria 4
Florida 6. Colorado 3
Washington 6. Pittsburgh 3
Milwaukee 4. Houston 1
LA Dodgers 7 Chicago Cubs 3
Atlanta 9. San Francisco 6, 10 innings
Philadelphia 3. San Diego 1
Cincinnati at Si Louis. late
Mondays Games
Washington (Lannan 2-11 at Pittsburgh
(Mahoim 0-3). 6-05 pm
LA Dodgers (Garland 1-1) at Florida
(Kolaseo 2-0), 6•10 p m.
Colorado (Rogers 2-1i at Chicago Cubs
(Garza 0-21. 7 05 p in
Cincinnati (Arroyo 2-2 at 1..1
(Naiveson 1-01, 710 pro
Philadelphia (Cl Lee 2-1j at Arizona
(I Kennedy 2-1). 8 40 p m
Atlanta ID Lowe 2-3) at San Diego
(Moseley 0-3). 9-05 p.m

Quality Products • Excellent Service

ROGERS GROUP INC.

GI11
—
112
412
5
612

1710 C

Hwy. 121 North
Murray. KY 42071

270,761 REST
www.theretreatofmufraitcom

